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leaving
perceptions behind
By Gary Burnison

Julian Simmonds

Perception becomes reality.
Consider a story I recently heard. A group of settlers in a remote village of Outpost were preparing
for winter. The group’s leader, unschooled in the old
ways, made a guess: the winter was going to be cold
and the people should gather firewood. Then one
day, he traveled to the nearest town and called the
National Weather Service, which confirmed his suspicion: the winter was indeed going to be cold. The
leader ordered more firewood to be collected, and
checked in with the National Weather Service again
a week later, which amended its forecast — not only
for a cold winter, but a very cold winter. So the people
of Outpost gathered even more wood.
When the leader checked in with the National
Weather Service a third time, the prediction was now
for a very, very cold winter. Finally, having asked for
every branch and twig to be gathered, the leader asked
the National Weather Service how they could be so
sure. The answer: “The people of Outpost are gathering an awful lot of firewood.”
In a directionless economy, it is very easy for perceptions to become reality. The levers of growth are
not as apparent as they were in the days of conspicuous consumption and fast credit.
Myopically focusing on the decline in Western
consumer sentiment, you will undoubtedly perceive
an economy that, while officially out of the great recession, is barely growing. If so, you are probably preparing for a long cold winter of anemic growth.
Not every leader, however, sees things the same
way. This past summer, I moved the corporate headquarters temporarily to Europe. I spent much of the
time on the road, talking to leaders from Paul Bulcke,
chief executive officer of Nestlé, to former Prime Minister of Hungary Gordon Bajnai. My mission was twofold: to be with employees and clients outside of the
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United States and to engage in
one-on-one discussions with
other leaders on what they see,
hear and experience.
In every conversation I was
struck by the bifurcation in perceptions. For those who lead
global enterprises, the proverbial glass is half full and continuing to fill. They are
investing and hiring and expanding because they see
opportunities for growth in the world’s 6 billion population. Others are innovating to capture consumer
interest in global markets. And, it’s not just technological innovation. I think of Nestlé, which launched
its first floating supermarket on the Brazilian Amazon, a retail barge that extends its reach to more than
800,000 customers.
This global view contrasts sharply with the perception of those who have relied more on Western
economies for growth. Those CEOs are more subdued.
As they wait for consumers to crank up their spending again, the cup is not only half empty, but it is leaking steadily.
So who’s right and who’s wrong? It depends upon
your perception. In this case, however, throw away
perception — the classical lens of West versus East or
developed versus emerging has blurred. The world’s
axis has tilted and the compass spins in all directions.
Leadership, however, is timeless and can’t wait
for clarity. It is about making and seizing opportunity — not by sitting home consumed by pundits and
prognosticators, but rather by leaders going out and
listening and learning from those who matter most:
customers and employees.
Several months ago, on the eve of her retirement
as chairwoman of Xerox, I met with Anne Mulcahy.
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touch style of leadership that allows not just communication
from the leader, but dialogue with the people who are the
closest to the marketplace. As she observed, “I don’t think
people can get the sense of the leadership dynamic of the
company without the ability to touch and see and interact on
a personal basis.”
Her comments bring to mind the observation by Muhtar
Kent, chairman and CEO of The Coca-Cola Company, who is
our featured interview in this issue of Briefings. His first task
in changing the company culture into one of connection was
to visit major and minor markets and to meet customers. It
was the same tactic he had used when he was in charge of Asia
for Coca-Cola. “The first thing I did was to go to every single
country that I had, and I had 39 countries, and make a tour. I
went out to the market. It took me several weeks. Back then,
most of the time, our people didn’t even know the names of
our biggest customers . . . ,” Kent recalled.
The experiences of Kent and Mulcahy should serve as a
wake-up call for CEOs and other leaders to consider where
they are spending most of their time. If they dwell at the intersection of the pyramid tips, they will be squeezed. If they
overly rely on perceptions, it undoubtedly will be myopic and
certainly will be filtered. If that happens, they shouldn’t be
surprised if they spend most of their time hunkering down
for a long, cold winter.
Those who empower others while venturing out themselves to listen and learn will discover astonishing new levers
of growth. For them, there will be pockets of spring where
potential blooms and opportunity grows. 

©Elena Elisseeva/Dreamstime.com

She recalled her early days as CEO of Xerox when the company teetered on the brink of bankruptcy. As the new CEO in
those days, Mulcahy was pulled in countless directions until
she received some sage advice from Warren Buffett. As Mulcahy recalled, Buffett’s advice was, “There is only one way you
are going to get results, and that’s by keeping your customers
loyal and your people engaged and motivated. Get everything
else out of the way.”
By focusing on the two most important constituents —
customers and employees — Mulcahy was able to accomplish
the near-impossible: saving Xerox.
The mission for leaders today is no different. In a directionless economy in which the signs are faint, leaders must
get as close to customers and employees as possible in order
to separate perception from reality.
Although it sounds so simple, even simplistic, it can be
difficult to do. Corporate leaders who have spent their careers
climbing a pyramid to reach the pinnacle can become insulated and even isolated if they don’t separate who they are
from what they do. Many times they can be engrossed in the
inverted pyramid that suddenly appears above them — layer
upon layer of constituencies, including the media, special interest groups, stockholders, financial analysts, and so on. At
the intersection of the two pyramids is the CEO, who must
not only look over the horizon, but relentlessly execute today,
for that determines the starting point for tomorrow.
That means being connected to what matters the most.
This is what Mulcahy called “logging the miles,” traveling to
meet with employees and customers in person. It’s a high-
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China Goes to the Mall

Growing consumer demand is becoming the linchpin of the Chinese economy
and a major opportunity for foreign participation.

8
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shifted people’s focus from basic needs
to quality of life, they are spending more
on automobiles, housing, health care,
pharmaceuticals, electronics, telecommunications and big-ticket luxury items.
Because of the wide disparities
among China’s regions and the country’s
rural-urban income gap, purchasing
power and retail demand vary greatly.
The growth in both affluence and retail

sales is, however, primarily an urban phenomenon. Per capita disposable income
in urban areas is nearly triple what it was
a decade ago and significantly higher than
that in the first-tier cities of Beijing, Shanghai, Guangzhou and Shenzhen. As urban
populations continue to grow — doubling
by 2025, according to the McKinsey Global
Institute — some commercial developers
forecast the proliferation of mega-malls,

Yuko Shimizu

T

his past summer, China surpassed Japan to become the world’s second-largest economy behind the United
States and, according to sources ranging
from The World Bank to Goldman Sachs,
is on its way to becoming number one
sometime around 2025. Yet, as world
energy prices increase, the appreciating
yuan reduces demand for Chinese exports and China tightens its monetary
policy to rein in inflation, the question is:
Where will the predicted growth come
from? The answer, according to many
observers, is the retail sector.
China has one of the most lucrative
and rapidly growing retail markets in the
world. Retail sales there doubled between
2003 and 2008 and, despite the global
economic downturn, will hit $1.8 trillion
in 2009, a year-over-year increase of
15.5 percent. They will rise 70 percent by
2014, according to Business Monitor International’s China Retail Report.
“Retail is maturing quickly in China,”
wrote Jason Inch and James K. Yuann in
their blog, China Supertrends. “A recent
report by A.T. Kearney ranks China as the
world’s fourth most attractive retail market. It seems there is now an international-style mall on every major street to
replace what once was a local- or stateowned retailer.”
This retail explosion is fueled by burgeoning demand from China’s middle
class, which is growing by 50 million
people a year and now represents onefourth of China’s population. As higher
incomes and better living standards have
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even in the second- and third-tier cities.
At present, China’s retail market remains highly fragmented and composed
of many small and medium-size enterprises. That offers great opportunity for
foreign retailers, who today account for
only about 12 percent of total retail sales,
despite the presence of such major foreign players as Nike, Wal-Mart Stores,
Carrefour, McDonald’s, and Starbucks.
There is also significant opportunity
for foreign entry into the retail sector
through partnerships, mergers and acquisitions. Since joining the World Trade Organization in 2001, China has gradually
relaxed what were very heavy geographic
and ownership restrictions on foreign
investment, opening the door to joint
ventures or wholly foreign-owned enterprises, which still represent only about
5 percent of China’s retail operations.

Opposite page: Jupiterimages. This page: Hal Mayforth

Best Opportunities
Perhaps the greatest retail opportunities
in China now are in department stores,
supermarkets, franchised food services,
and convenience or specialty chain stores.
There are more than 1,000 mostly small
department-store operators in China — a
carryover from the days when each city
had its own state-owned store. But the
top five together have just 8 percent of
the market, according to The Boston Consulting Group, and most analysts expect
a good deal of jockeying and consolidation in the sector.
There is also tremendous potential in
franchised professional services, such as
consulting, advertising, public relations,
accounting, temporary employees, maintenance and outsourced office services.
Xerox and Kodak have already established
successful presences in China.
Demand for automobile aftermarket
services is also soaring; at present, most
automotive service shops are small,
family-owned companies. Another autorelated industry — value-added services
at gas stations, such as shopping, food

and auto maintenance — is just emerging in China but will very likely increase in
popularity as car ownership rises.
Although online sales nearly doubled
to $36.6 billion between 2008 and 2009,
e-commerce in China is still relatively undeveloped and represents a wide-open
playing field for foreign participants. The
Chinese government supports the development of e-commerce in the retail sector and aims to have online shopping sales
account for more than 5 percent of China’s total retail sales by the end of 2015.
The retail pharmaceutical market is
yet another highly fragmented one. There
are many small enterprises, 99 percent
of which have annual sales of less than
$7 million. Drug retailers with foreign investors are still rare in China, in part because of the current health care system,
under which 85 percent of drugs are sold
directly through hospitals. However, that
seems to be changing; the government
has announced plans to encourage foreign participation through mergers and
acquisitions and the development of
chain stores that use modern logistics.

Best Practices
Whether foreign players expanding into
China opt for directly operated stores, direct selling to retailers, going through a
distributor, franchising, wholesaling or ecommerce, most experts agree there is
a set of best practices for them to follow.
First and foremost, they must rigorously assess whether the current environment in China offers real opportunity
for their business and whether they are
prepared to accept the low volumes and
margins they are likely to experience during the market-entry phase.
Second, they should know China’s
business licensing and market-access
policies. Although many restrictions have
been relaxed, foreign retailers generally
have to jump through more hoops than
do their domestic counterparts. Further,
they should make sure their strategy is
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interesting...
CLUTTER CONTROL
An estimated 76 working hours per
person each year are lost as a result of
disorganization in the workplace, such
as misplacing items around the office or
looking for files on the computer.
Source: Brother International Corporation, 2010

closely aligned with the Chinese government’s goals for developing the sector in
which they do business.
Third, they should work with local
partners. That offers great leverage in developing business networks, government
relations and knowledge of local market
conditions. What is more, there is evidence that the government prefers foreign investment in the form of mergers
and acquisitions, since that helps consolidate industries and curb competition.
Fourth, they should offer strong service support. Services such as third-party
logistics, distribution, wholesale and supply-chain management are just beginning
to develop in China, and the government
welcomes foreign investors who can provide the technologies and expertise to
help them grow.
Finally, they must have a coherent,
long-term plan for market entry and expansion. Management structure, financial resources, legal and regulatory status,
and partner relationships should all be
clearly established prior to entry. That
said, because local market conditions
vary greatly, flexibility and rapid adjustment are essential.
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Leading With
Your Gut
The pros and cons of intuitive decision making

‘‘N

o business cliché is more
worthy of repudiation, annihilation and
eradication than ‘You’ve got to trust your
gut.’” So wrote Michael Schrage, a research fellow with the MIT Center for
Digital Business at the MIT Sloan School
of Management, in a recent blog post,
reacting to what he believes to be an unfortunate trend of managers being
exhorted to rely more on their intuition.
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“Everyone knows [the saying] that ‘Good
judgment comes from experience and
experience comes from bad judgment,’”
Schrage continued. “But where does bad
judgment come from? My answer, and
the replicable answer from Nobel Prizewinning research, is that it comes from
trusting gut instincts.”
The research he refers to is that of
Daniel Kahneman, arguably the godfa-

ther of the study of flawed judgment in
decision making. Currently professor
emeritus of psychology and public affairs
at the Woodrow Wilson School of Public
and International Affairs at Princeton
University, Kahneman won the Nobel
Prize in 2002 for his work.
Much of the research conducted by
Kahneman and his late colleague Amos
Tversky focused on the study of “expert
intuition,” such as might be applied by an
emergency room doctor making a diagnosis. Expert intuition is not a decision
per se, nor is it a hunch; it is a reflexive
and instantaneous reaction to a familiar
situation on the basis of vast specific experience, knowledge and practice.
An expert’s “intuitive impressions
come to mind without explicit intention,
and without any confrontation,” said
Kahneman, in an interview with the Association for Psychological Science Observer, an online journal. Sometimes, he
said, these intuitive impressions lead to a
good outcome, but just as often they can
lead to overconfidence and, ultimately,
bad judgment. “Accessibility, or the ease
with which thoughts come to mind, defines intuition,” said Kahneman. “And
once people make decisions, they tend
to suppress alternative interpretations.”
A recent Wall Street Journal article,
“The Yes Man in Your Head,” cited studies
with nearly 8,000 participants that
showed people are twice as likely to seek
information that confirms what they already believe as they are to consider evidence that would challenge those beliefs.
“We’re all mentally lazy,” Scott O. Lilienfeld, a psychology professor at Emory
University, told The Journal. “It’s simply
easier to focus our attention on data that
supports our hypothesis, rather than to
seek out evidence that might disprove it.”
That phenomenon, known in psychology as “confirmation bias,” is just
one of a disturbingly long list of welldocumented cognitive biases that routinely skew human beings’ judgment,

Lou Beach
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memory, perception and motivation. For
example, “anchoring” is our tendency to
rely too heavily on one piece of information when making decisions; “negativity
bias” causes us to give more weight to
negative information than positive; “normalcy bias” is our disinclination to plan
for an outcome that has never happened
before; “omission bias” causes us to see
action as potentially more harmful than
inaction; “consistency bias” is our tendency to incorrectly assume that what
we currently think is consistent with our
past views; “self-serving bias” describes
our inclination to give ourselves credit but
not blame; and “clustering illusion” describes our tendency to see patterns
where none exist.
That small sample, not to mention
the full panoply of human cognitive tics,
is more than enough to blow a gaping
hole in any claim we may make to being
objectively rational. But the question is
whether intuitive decisions are any more
likely to be irrational than analytical ones.
The studies cited in The Wall Street Journal
suggest perhaps not: They showed that
more data and analysis did not necessarily
make people’s judgments more accurate,
but simply further entrenched their views.
There are those who believe that intuition is neither a cause nor a symptom
of our irrational biases, but rather a
highly evolved way of working around
them. Gerd Gigerenzer, director at the
Max Planck Institute for Human Development, is a proponent of the idea of
“bounded rationality,” the notion that any
attempt to make a rational decision is
limited by the decision maker’s available
information, cognitive biases and finite
time frame. Within these constraints, op-

i n t e resting...
TOO STRANGE TO MAKE UP
According to a recent survey, 25
percent of British men bring stuffed
animals with them on business trips.
A stuffed animal supposedly “reminds
them of home” and “helps them to
nod off as they miss a bedtime
cuddle from their partner.”
Source: Travelodge, 2010

timal decisions must necessarily involve
heuristics — essentially shortcuts, inferences or rules of thumb derived from
prior experience and analysis. Gigerenzer
argues that the use of heuristics — or intuition by another name — represents an
adaptive solution to the problem of having to make choices under constraints.
In his 2005 book, “Blink,” Malcolm
Gladwell referred to this process as “rapid
cognition.” What we normally call “thinking” is a conscious strategy, he said. It
is analytical, logical and definitive, but it
is also slow, information intensive and,
evolutionarily speaking, not always an
appropriate survival strategy. Rapid cognition is a second strategy for making decisions that operates a lot faster, but at
least initially, entirely below the surface
of consciousness. “It’s a system in which
our brain reaches conclusions without
immediately telling us,” said Gladwell. He
does not use the word intuition to describe this phenomenon because he believes that term describes emotional, not
rational reactions. “Rapid cognition is
thinking,” he said. “It’s just thinking that
moves a little faster and operates a little
more mysteriously than deliberate, conscious decision making.”

A recent Wall Street Journal article, “The Yes Man in Your Head,”
cited studies with nearly 8,000 participants that showed people
Hal Mayforth

are twice as likely to seek information that confirms what they
already believe as they are to consider evidence that would challenge those beliefs.
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Dan Ariely, a professor of behavioral
economics at Duke, is somewhat more
circumspect about the uses of intuition.
In his latest book, “The Upside of Irrationality,” as in his 2008 book, “Predictably
Irrational,” he makes the case that human beings are not and cannot be rational in any absolute sense. Irrationality is
programmed in, but our irrational behaviors are neither random nor senseless
and, if we are aware of them, they can be
harnessed to produce good outcomes,
he says. Intuition can be an important
part of our decision-making tool kit, but
it serves us best when we employ it with a
healthy skepticism. Note the results of
your intuitive choices, and “trust [your intuition] only after you have evidence that
it’s useful,” he suggested.
Like Ariely, Daniel Kahneman counsels self-awareness, and he cautions
against using intuition as an easy rationale
for any random snap judgment. But even
he acknowledges that in real situations
where time is limited and there is too
much information, “most of the time, we
just have to go with our intuition.”
Perhaps that explains the appeal of
intuitive decision making. We live in a
world in which our ability to digitize,
measure, share and track everything offers us a welter of information and data
on any subject, and yet that somehow
makes us feel less in control and less
confident in our decisions. It is possible
that in such a world, “going with your
gut” is the only rational response.
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Can India
Learn to Innovate?

Views about the dynamic potential of the Indian economy
differ dramatically.

A

bout one thing there is no debate:
Indian businesses know how to leverage
factor cost advantages. Two of India’s
most impressive companies — Infosys
Technologies and Wipro IT Business —
have built their business models and their
reputations on offering proficient, efficient technology outsourcing and consulting and, in the process, have done
much to shape the Indian economy. That
is where the debate begins.
Sramana Mitra, a Silicon Valley entrepreneur and consultant who follows
India’s economy closely, recently suggested in Forbes magazine that the spectacular success of Infosys and Wipro got
India stuck in an “outsourcing rut” by
spawning thousands of entrepreneurs
who started similar companies. She contends that this reliance on outsourcing,
along with a myopic preference for service over product development and an
overemphasis on information technology
at the expense of areas ripe for development, such as health care and microfinance, has contributed to an “innovation
gap.” A generation of Indian talent has
opted for secure work in established industries and enterprises rather than pursuing new ideas and business models.
Mitra is not alone. Many are disappointed with what they see as India’s unfulfilled potential to produce more of the
homegrown, innovative start-ups that
are necessary to create the next wave of
jobs. “People fret that India will remain a
low-cost satellite office of the West for
the foreseeable future,” the reporter Vikas Bajaj wrote in The New York Times.

12
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Rajeev Mantri, executive director at
Navam Capital, thinks it is only a matter
of time. “Speculating whether India can
spawn innovative companies like Apple
and Google is a favorite parlor game
among venture capitalists and entrepreneurs,” he said. “But it’s clear that there
is staggering talent and creativity in the
country, and it seems more a question of
when and not if, provided the proper environment is created.”
Still, many believe that creating the
proper environment will not be easy.
They point to India’s lack of a robust innovation ecosystem — an optimal mix of
inventors, entrepreneurs, mentors and
investors underpinned by a supportive financial system, friendly government policies and conducive cultural attitudes.
Tellingly, Nadathur S. Raghavan, a
founder of Infosys and now also an investor in start-ups, recently said that India is
held back by a financial system that is reluctant to invest in unproven ideas, an
education system that emphasizes rote
learning over problem solving and a culture that looks down on failure and unconventional career choices.
Analysts also note that India’s corporate spending on research and development is significantly lagging. In fact, the
rate and scope of outsourcing-driven
success may itself be hampering R&D.
“The ease with which a company’s core
business grows can mask the need to invest in innovation,” said Scott D. Anthony,
managing director of Innosight, a consulting firm in Watertown, Mass.
Neither has the Indian government

traditionally done much to encourage innovation. Although it has recently begun
to show some interest in reforms that
would favor entrepreneurs, it still engages
in protectionism, often stymies new enterprise — especially in manufacturing —
with thickets of red tape, and has been
known to eschew foreign investment. Up
to now, “India has embraced foreign direct investment far less than China has,”
said Harvard Business School Professor
Tarun Khanna.
Nevertheless, there are plenty of
contrarians and contraindications to the
pessimistic view of Indian innovation and
entrepreneurship. “There are at least 150
incubators in India, and the track records
of the India Institute of Technology’s incubators in Bombay and Madras have
been exceptional,” said Pradeep Gupta,
CEO of Cyber Media India. Gupta is also
president of the Delhi chapter of The Indus Entrepreneurs, a nonprofit organiza-
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this hyphenation issue. -JR

tion with 1,000 charter members that
“has played a very important role in mentoring” local, early-stage start-ups, according to Gupta.
Indeed, venture capital funds have
been flowing into India in recent years.
Large venture capital firms, such as VantagePoint Venture Partners, Sequoia
Capital and DCM, have expanded their
presence there, although they have up to
now mostly been investing in later-stage
operations. “If you want to raise $3 to
$4 million, it’s doable,” said Sumir Chadha,
a managing director of Sequoia Capital
India. But it is difficult if you want to raise
a more typical early-stage investment of
$300,000 to $400,000, he said.
Early-stage angel investment has also
been far scarcer in India than in the West,
but some are bridging the gap. Both N.R.
Narayana Murthy, chairman of Infosys,
and Raghavan have funded their own venture initiatives, and a group called Mum

bai Angels regularly gathers entrepreneurs to pitch ideas to affluent investors.
Canaan Partners of Menlo Park, Calif.,
is one venture capital firm that has, to a
great extent, bucked the late-stage investment trend. Since opening its Indian
offices four years ago, Canaan has concentrated on early-stage investments
and closed 10 deals. General Partner
Deepak Kamra said that his firm is able
to consider smaller bets on smaller companies because it is possible to take a
company public in India without having
to grow it as large as you would in the
United States. Canaan has even invested
in microfinancing, which Kamra said
would not work in the United States because the returns would not be deemed
large enough to justify the risk.
Vivek Wadhwa of The Center for Entrepreneurship and Research Commercialization at Duke University is among
those most optimistic about India’s inno-
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vative capabilities. He does not see that
there is necessarily a conflict between
innovation and an outsourcing-driven
economy. In fact, he believes that to a
great extent India’s role in the world
economy can be as an outsourced provider of critical R&D in areas such as
semiconductor design, aerospace, automotive, network equipment and medical
devices. He noted that many multi
nationals, like IBM, Oracle and Microsoft,
have already formed partnerships with
Indian R&D operations and that the
Palm Pre smartphone, Amazon’s Kindle
and the Intel Xeon processor all have key
components designed in India.
Wadhwa sees great potential in Indian grassroots entrepreneurship as well.
“Not all Indian start-ups are developing
breakthrough technologies, but many of
them are solving problems that U.S.
companies have thus far failed to solve,
and doing it with fewer resources,” he
said. “So, when will there be enough innovative start-ups to support an explosion in venture capital? I’d argue: sooner
than you realize.”

interesting...
COMING SOON: THE GREEN ENTERPRISE
An overwhelming majority of corporate CEOs —
93 percent — say that sustainability will be
critical to the future success of their companies.
Source: United Nations Global Compact and
Accenture, 2010
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leadership advice
from grade school
by Stephen J. Trachtenberg

I once had a toy when I was a child that let me and my friends mix and match
body parts and facial features to build unique profiles: add a hat, take away the nose,

Likewise, with the proliferation of editing software,
almost every amateur photographer can now enhance
snapshots to soften a bad expression, “Photoshop out”
unwanted wrinkles and sharpen any perceived physical ambiguity. So, here is my modest proposal: How
about using those same techniques to create an ideal
leader?
Physical stature: The scholarly literature says height is
good. Abe Lincoln had the inches but was considered a bit too
lanky. The physique of basketball-great Michael Jordan exudes
confidence and commands respect. Or, perhaps it is best to
start with people who have overcome being height challenged.
Two of New York’s favorite mayors come to mind: Fiorello LaGuardia and Abraham Beame. The pundits tell us that modest
stature signals modest political power. But who is bold

in t e r e s ti n g . . .
Asked about the worst holiday gifts they’ve received
from an employer, the top offenders cited by
professionals were:
• Charitable contributions
• Company stock options
• Corporate logo items
• Taxable gifts
• Rotten food
• Nothing
(Source:
Portfolio)
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enough to tell that to Nicolas Sarkozy or Vladimir Putin?
Voice: Something that resonates with passion and an
ounce of drama. Katharine Hepburn’s tones were distinctive
but did not carry gravitas. Theodore Roosevelt’s voice was said
to be high and tinny. Winston Churchill might not have sung
opera, but his words, not his voice, had staying power.
A well-integrated mind: America’s Thomas Jefferson. In
1962, at a White House dinner for Nobel laureates, President
John F. Kennedy said that the evening was, “... probably the
greatest concentration of talent and genius in this house except for perhaps those times when Thomas Jefferson ate alone.”
To be able to make complex decisions, it is important to understand the nuances of many fields of study. Today’s corporations and institutions of higher education work in global
playgrounds that call for subtlety of judgment, openness to
diverse approaches to the tasks at hand and an understanding
of political forces that come from many corners of the world.
Strategic skills: Politically savvy leaders often get things
accomplished with the ultimate assistance of those who were
not their natural allies. Study the relationship between former President Anwar el-Sadat of Egypt and former Prime
Minister Menachem Begin of Israel.
Interpersonal skills: “Hi, how ya doin’?” asked New York
Governor Nelson Rockefeller, scion of one of the world’s
wealthiest families, as he slapped his constituents on the
back, sat with them eating Nathan’s Coney Island hot dogs
and held babies in his arms. Being approachable, caring about
others and, most importantly, acting ethically are critical
skills in leadership, no matter the circumstances into which
you were born.
But there is more. Mathematical whiz kids migrate
around the world from one industry to another, working on
problems of probability in order to make companies more
efficient. They analyze, probe, ask “What if?” and, with the
aid of technological tools, work through complex issues faster

Hal Mayforth

change the color of the eyes and the youngster has a new play friend.
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Jacob Thomas

than the human mind can process on its own. This band of
problem solvers now resides on Wall Street and is being credited, in part, for the country’s (and the world’s) economic downturn. What if the guys who invented derivatives pricing had
kept the secret to themselves? Not every invention has to be
used.
In the garment and fashion industries, the phrase “shrink
the marker” is used to describe scrimping on the margins. At
one time, a men’s size U.S. 38 regular suit needed three yards
of cloth to give the jacket sufficient drape. But, if the seam allowance was reduced from one inch to one-third of an inch; if
the sleeves had only one inch of turnup instead of two inches;
if the span between the shoulders were tightened up a bit, and
if you multiplied those changes by the thousands of suits cut
from bolts of cloth each season, the savings to the manufacturer would be significant. But, allow me to ask, does the same
benefit hold for the customer?
When I was in grade school, in the era of gender-specific
instruction, I took a class, along with all the other boys, called
“shop,” where I learned how to use woodworking tools that
were supposed to help me when I grew up. In my shop class,
our instructor asked us to build a small bookstand. “Measure
twice, cut once,” he said. I worked hard at my assignment,
sawing the wooden pieces, nailing the shelves in place and
shellacking the outside. Even with my concentrated efforts, I
produced a piece of furniture that wobbled: one leg was longer than the others. When I picked it up from the workbench
to put it aside to allow the shellac to dry, the sides collapsed
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and I was left with a pile of wooden boards. “Look, it broke,” I
said to my teacher. He looked back and said, “It didn’t break;
you broke it,” providing me with a tough love lesson in personal accountability. Owning up to one’s actions is a key responsibility of leadership.
Some people say that nice guys finish last and that you
have to walk the line between pushing the envelope — striving hard to succeed — and losing one’s competitive edge. I
dissent. Be nice. Modesty is not a character flaw.
The slogan on the T-shirt reads, “If you’re not the lead dog,
the view never changes.” But as most leaders quickly discover,
without a team behind the lead dog, the momentum is not
there to urge the sled forward. Set the goal, hitch up the team
and take the sled over the hills, uphill and down. The journey
is rarely easy, often it is unmarked, but the satisfaction of
reaching the finish line is well worth whatever travail is met
on the way.
Leadership is hard, demanding, stimulating and complex,
calling for dedication, perseverance and inspiration. You need
flexibility without wavering; zeal without fatigue and creativity within boundaries. Leaders execute dreams with a methodology for success: they aspire and are inspiring.
Go forth, be strong. 
Stephen Joel Trachtenberg is president emeritus and university professor of public service at the George Washington University and chairman
of the Education Specialty Practice at Korn/Ferry International. He is
based in Washington, D.C.
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talent

P r i v a t e E q u i t y,

Act II

he relentless pace of private equity firm spinouts, a perennial force of human-capital
dispersion, shows no sign of abating in this rapidly maturing industry. The specter
of defecting talent presents a dilemma for private equity’s founders, who must confront the unknowable when deciding how much ownership and control to devolve
to employees. It makes for a fascinating case study in decision making, and one that
the French philosopher Pascal would have found to be instructive.
Many of the most senior executives in private equity today must suppress a
chuckle when they hear their market described as an “industry.”
These “industry” pioneers cannot help but be amused at the vast distance between
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where their firms started and where they have ended up. Many of the most established private equity firms were originally formed as disposable entities to pursue
ambitious, one-off investment opportunities. Over the years, as these deal shops
evolved into valuable financial services franchises, their founders eventually had to
ask, “What should I do with this thing?”
Consider, for example, the case of NGP Energy Capital

By David Snow

Management, a prominent private equity firm based in Irving, Tex. Like a surprising
number of other industry veterans, his firm began life as a few friends pursuing a
few deals, said NGP Chief Executive Kenneth A. Hersh. Twenty-two years later, NGP
has nearly $10 billion in assets under management across five investment platforms
targeting the energy market. The firm has grown from four co-founders to dozens of
investment and support staff. Hersh said the transition from small partnership to inScott Menchin (all)

stitutional asset management firm would have been greatly aided by a guide for navigating this sort of growth. Unfortunately, such a guide “just didn’t exist,” said Hersh.
“We were just making things up as we went along,” Hersh said. “I wish there was
a book that we could have read about private equity firms that worked through three
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generations. But when we started NGP in 1988, the private
equity business didn’t exist. We didn’t call our business a private equity business; we called it a partnership.”
As the partnership grew, NGP’s founders made a bet that
Hersh says has paid off — they shared profits broadly with the
next generation of investment professionals. This expanded
the partnership culture and helped cement a permanent business. But it was a wager that would not have taken place had
the founders been ambivalent about, or oblivious to, the potential benefits of sharing.
Across the private equity landscape, some founders have
failed to communicate a clear plan for sharing the wealth of
the firms they have built. Their reticence is causing their employees and, crucially, their investors to demand action.

Pascal’s Wager
The private equity industry is a relatively young one, and yet
its pioneers are now aging to the point where many must
confront a profound unknown — how much ownership and
control should be given to the employees, if any?
It is a decision of potentially monumental consequence,
and the outcome cannot be known until it is too late to change
strategies. Blaise Pascal long ago proposed a “wager” for dealing with a similar — if otherworldly — unknown, namely, the
existence of a punitive God. The 17th-century French philosopher noted that people must decide how to conduct themselves
in this life without concrete knowledge of the consequences
for the next life. But he recommended that even doubters lead
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lives of righteousness, because the potential downside of doing otherwise so outweighed any sacrifices that had to be made
in order to be just. A life of righteousness will either send you
to heaven or, at the very worst, be only its own earthly reward.
A life of iniquity, on the other hand, is a wager that might just
lead to eternal damnation — the ultimate downside.
Pascal’s wager addresses the sacred, but it has relevance
to the more profane matter of succession planning. You could
say that founders must choose between two paths — one that
might be labeled “righteous” (sharing rewards and control)
and the other “iniquitous” (hogging it all for thyself).
The reward for righteous sharing of franchise ownership
and control should be a firm that is bigger, more profitable,
more stable, more prestigious and more fun than if it was 100
percent owned by the founder. Successful sharing is dilutive
to the founder but accretive to the franchise. Everyone enjoys
the rewards.
However, a founder’s decision to share the firm is often
driven not only by the desire to build wealth but also by the
hope of a psychic reward — the satisfaction that comes from
having created something that endures. As Hersh put it: “I’m
a builder. I’ve had no other job besides NGP. It would be a shame
when I retire to have this institution wither away. What I’d
like to do is look back and say, ‘Hey, I built that.’ ”
The potential damnation for hogging would be a foundercontrolled firm that stalls in its growth and becomes hobbled
by employee turnover. In good times, ambitious, talented employees at these firms tend to grow resentful at their dispro-
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portionately small share of the profits and power. And in bad
times, they tend to spin out at the first possible opportunity,
as one does when one has no skin in a losing game.
In today’s market, a significant number of private equity
firms are in danger of sinking into just such a franchise damnation. “There are a number of midtier firms out there that are
having real problems,” said Kelly DePonte, a partner at Probitas Partners, an investment advisor based in San Francisco.
“They stumbled before things really got bad, and it looks like
they might not be able to raise another fund, or raise one anytime soon. Junior staff that has a decent personal track record
may look at spinning out as preferable to assisting their elders
in managing a train-wreck legacy.”

Points of Carry
The succession-planning version of Pascal’s wager is considered on a daily basis in today’s private equity industry, where
talent is the only asset, and long-term private partnerships
are the chief organizational structure.
Although all industries grow when entrepreneurs leave
larger companies to start their own businesses, the investment
business in general and private equity in particular seem to
engender spinouts. The history of private equity can be written
as a succession of spinouts, not unlike the lineage recitations
in the Bible: Lehman begat Blackstone, Blackstone begat Centerbridge, etc.
Many firms started life when talented, entrepreneurial
investors decided to leave the employment of a bigger firm to
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hang their own shingle. Over the decades, large banks in particular have had an uncanny propensity for expelling private
equity talent. Jonathan D. Roth, managing director and president of Abbott Capital Management, a New York fund of funds,
tells the story of how one of his firm’s two founders used to
work for the private equity division of what was then Manufacturers Hanover (now JPMorgan Chase). In 1986, an industry friend approached him and said, “We should do this for
ourselves.” And thus was born another independent firm.
But independent private equity firms beget other independent firms by the hundreds. The relentless spinouts over
the years have populated private equity centers, like New York,
London and Boston, with significant clusters of firms of all
shapes and sizes.
Some market observers predict that these clusters will
shrink before they grow again, such is the current scarcity of
investment capital in the market. But for every firm that teeters, two new ones are created by hopeful and newly independent first-time teams. DePonte of Probitas noted that while
private equity fund-raising is very difficult currently, this will
not prevent a new spinout wave from happening. “I’m not
saying that a ton of money will be raised by spinouts, or that
it will be an easy market for them,” he said. “But I think a
number of people will try to do it.”
Most private equity firms are made up of less than a dozen
individuals; even the largest private equity firms have no
more than several hundred employees. Perhaps not surprisingly given their firm’s investment strategy of taking equity
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stakes in private companies, private equity firm employees
are hyper-aware of exactly how much ownership they have in
each fund, in the firm itself and in the pool of profits. As professionals move through the ranks in private equity firms,
they are often assigned larger and larger “points of carry,” jargon for their ownership in the potentially lucrative carriedinterest fees generated by funds.
The founding partners of firms usually receive the lion’s
share, if not the entire amount, of carried interest, which
equals 20 percent of all profits from the fund. This is (usually
acerbically) referred to as “founder economics.” One would
expect this in a business where the founders themselves are
the business plan and personally manage the sourcing, vetting, buying, improving and ultimately the selling of private
companies. As the support staff of associates, vice presidents,
principals and non-founding partners learn the tricks of the
private equity trade, they precisely track the value they bring
to the franchise. A professional who sources an investment
that ultimately proves profitable becomes a star within the
firm, and especially, in his or her own mind. Many firms carefully chronicle individual “deal attribution” track records,
which are in turn used to justify any additional points of carry
rewarded.
At some point, a junior private equity professional with
a winning track record pauses and thinks, “I should do this
for myself.” In fact, staffers begin to ponder defection the moment they first calculate that they would have been paid a lot
more carried interest for leading a winning investment at a
firm of their own. They then let their thoughts drift to the
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limited partners of their existing employer — the providers
of capital for the funds. In order to launch a private equity
firm, you need the support of limited partners (LPs) willing to
back a new, independent fund managed by a deal-attribution
hero, albeit one who was successful inside a firm with which
the limited partners may already have a relationship.

NGP’s Energized Sharing
As the founder of a private equity firm prospers, he or she
needs to be aware that the junior track-record builders will
expect to see a greater share of the profits — to become more
like partners and less like employees. Those founders who care
enough about this to open up the partnership find, as did
Hersh of NGP, that private equity’s brief history teaches no
clear best practices for devolving founder economics. But
Hersh and his co-founders threw themselves into the discovery of those best practices for themselves.
The growth of NGP, which began as Natural Gas Partners,
is similar to that of numerous firms started in the 1980’s and
1990’s in that the original game plan was focused on predefined investment opportunities, not the building of a sustainable franchise for private investment. “We started with
four people in a general partnership and raised a fund,” said
Hersh. “Then we raised fund two, then three. Then we said,
‘Wait a minute, we have four funds under management. Wow,
I guess we’re an asset management company.’ ”
The NGP leadership embraced this accidental destiny
and sought to build an incentive plan to ensure that key nonfounding professionals would continue to root for team NGP
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and help accumulate assets under management.
It is a vision and strategy that not only the employees of
NGP bought into. In 2006, the private equity division of Barclays Bank, Barclays Capital, purchased a 40 percent stake in
NGP Energy Capital Management, a bet on the long-term
growth of the NGP brand among institutional investors.
Crucially, the Barclays investment allowed NGP to take a
quantum leap toward binding the fortunes of its key employees with those of the firm. It created what Hersh calls a “horizontal pool,” facilitating a sense of shared mission across the
firm. NGP is divided into five silos, each targeting a different
investment strategy. Riding on top of the silos is the management company, which today has seven partners alongside
Barclays’ equity stake. The senior employees of each individual silo have significant equity stakes in their own businesses.
In addition, these senior employees are given equity interests
in each of the other four silos. “They don’t have to put up money
for the other silos,” said Hersh. “While their primary upside
is provided by ownership of their own silos, they have a vested
interest in making sure that their cousin silos do well.”

Founder Psychology
Each private equity firm is uniquely structured, reflecting the
personal goals and priorities of the founder. While one founder
may devolve his economics in the hope of growth, shared
prosperity and franchise longevity, another may dismiss such
a move as wrongheaded. This diversity of founder mind-sets
explains the sprawl of succession stories across private equity
today — the partner emeritus who will not let go; the heir
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apparent who takes control; the heir apparent who bolts; the
firm that goes public; the firm that goes dark.
Founders would more often choose the path of righteous
sharing, if it were not for their nagging doubts that sharing
ultimately will bring sufficient rewards. On top of this, many
founders simply believe it is impossible for broader control
to enhance the value of the business. They wonder, “How can
diluting the secret sauce — me — be a good thing?” They view
their domination of the firm as its best chance for success and
shrug off suggestions that inviting nonfounders into the ownership structure might help build a better firm as well as their
own wealth.
The way a firm is structured “can give you an indication
of the mentality of the founder,” said Roth of Abbott Capital
Management. “Maybe there’s a firm that in its heyday was
very successful and did well for its investors, but the founder
doesn’t want to see it succeed beyond his active years. . . . [Abbott Capital was] blessed with founders who wanted to see
the company exist beyond the active years of the founders,
who wanted to build a company that would continue to prosper well after their retirements.”
Hersh divides company founders into two camps — builders of “lifestyle businesses” and builders of “institutional
franchises.” “Lifestyle businesses are businesses that will be
your heart and soul, that will put your kids through college,
but the day you die, it’s questionable what’s left,” he said.
The founders who, by contrast, value staying power, seek
to inspire a firmwide culture in which “people have to be
focused on sharing ownership, and they have to be thinking
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What Limited Partners Want
Other founding general partners share Forstmann’s view —
they are in this business to pursue investment glory, and if
the firm that provided infrastructure for their deals ultimately
fades away, so be it.
This is an entirely legitimate mind-set, but in today’s Darwinian private equity fund-raising market, limited partners
are increasingly demanding that founding general partners
prove they are righteous, value sharing and seeking permanence. Bottom line — it is hard to raise a new fund with iniquitous founder economics.
In any market, limited partners are anxious that the team

in t e r e s t i n g . . .
THINK YOU’RE CEO MATERIAL?
PICK A COLOR.
When asked to pick their favorite color, CEOs were
three times more likely to favor magenta than the
public at large, three times less likely to select
red, and 3½ times less likely to choose yellow.
Researchers say the results all but prove that CEOs
are wired differently.
Source: USA Today, 2010

of general partners who launch the fund remain in place
throughout the decade or so it will take to see the fund’s mandate through and for the limited partners to fully cash out.
The legal documents that establish funds therefore identify
“key persons,” whose departures or deaths allow the limited
partners to dissolve the fund and send the remaining general
partners packing.
However, in today’s more risk-sensitive market, the institutions that back private equity funds are not satisfied to
rely on a mere key-person clause to keep a fund-management
team intact. Many now undertake detailed analyses of private equity firms’ ownership structures prior to backing new
funds. LPs increasingly believe that firms led by ungenerous
founders tend to lose talent, potentially jeopardizing their
investments.
“Limited partners are absolutely focused today on the
question of who is contributing to the success of the fund,
how they are contributing and what their incentives are,”
said Roth. “Part of the analysis includes looking at the various
levels of people in the organization and seeing that their incentives match up with their production.”

Enlightened Sharing
As the private equity industry re-engineers itself for a new era
of growth, its pioneers have been made keenly aware that investors are looking for franchises that are built to last. A successful private equity firm that hopes to continue to flourish
therefore must address succession issues. And while there is
a flying-blind, Pascal-type uncertainty to succession planning,
human potential is not completely unknowable. While one
cannot peer beyond the veil of death, one can make an educated guess about talent.
Founders of prosperous and enduring firms must astutely
deploy top talent and align the talent’s interests with those of
the firm. They will recognize as folly their urge to horde points
of carry. Their righteousness will be backed by a strong faith
in the accretive value of opening up the partnership. And, in
the short term, their convictions will be amply rewarded by
eager investors who have seen enough private equity history
to believe that the best determinant of long-term investment
stewardship is a culture and structure of shared success.
These success stories will be thrown into sharp relief by
all too many stories of denial, strife and dissolution. “The vast
majority” of private equity firms will have difficulty handing
the reins to the next generation, said one advisor to institutional investors. He added: “Succession is hard and very painful, and it is so much easier to just focus on the next deal.”
David Snow is editor in chief of PEI Media, a provider of market intelligence to the private equity, real estate and infrastructure investment
asset classes.
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about the long-term objectives and not just maximizing next
week’s paycheck,” said Hersh. “They need to be taking the view
that each individual interaction is for the long-term health of
the franchise.”
He added that the desire to build a firm with staying power
is not something that can be learned. It is simply “in somebody’s business DNA,” he said.
Clearly, the work required to build a lasting institution,
as opposed to simply doing great deals, does not appeal to
every private equity founder. This was vividly exemplified by
Theodore J. Forstmann, the founder of Forstmann Little &
Company, who, in a 2004 New York Times interview, shrugged
off the demise of his once-dominant private equity firm by
saying: “[I]f I thought all I was good for was to invest money
for pension funds, I think I would put a gun in my ear . . . I
hope to Christ that’s not why I was put on this earth. Man, I
hope I have other interesting and fun things to do.”
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ULTIMATE
Executive Holiday Gift Guide
This holiday season, we’ve covered all corners of the globe,
searching for the ultimate gifts from the ultimate gift
giver. Whether it is appreciation of an important client,
your leadership team or the board of directors, we’ve found
quite the collection — some that send a message, many that
give thanks and others which undeniably represent the
ultimate act of generosity. 
(more on page 33)

Trappist Monk Beer
Exclusive, refined and authentic. Deliver a case of
specialty, limited production beer to that special
beer aficionado. This true original is made by Trappist
monks at seven monasteries in Belgium and
the Netherlands. (Average price per bottle: €27)

Hermes Birkin Bag
Nothing exudes class in the
boardroom like the exclusive
Hermes Birkin bag (roughly
€7,000). Hand-built in limited
quantities with an assortment
of leathers, the bag sends a
strong message about your talent,
tastes and sense of style.

The Peninsula Hong Kong
There is perhaps no better view for the Lunar New
Year fireworks than the Grand Deluxe Harbour Suite
at the Peninsula Hotel, Hong Kong (5,800 HKD).

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti 2006
Romanée-Conti
Offer a nod to the past year and tip a glass
to 2011 by sending your board chairman a
bottle of 2006 Romanée-Conti (€2,600)
from the world’s most famous vineyard.
And to really go all out, send it with a
Steuben glass tortoise decanter ensuite
with two double old fashioned glasses
(€904), along with a hand-written note.

emerging markets

he September announcement that a group of Brazilian financiers had agreed to purchase
the quintessentially American Burger King shows just how quickly the corporate center
of gravity is shifting south and east. Emerging-market multinationals — once a contradiction in terms — are making their presence known. There are now 21,500 of this onceexotic species, according to the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development World Investment
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Like the markets in which they operate, EMMs have
experienced enormous growth. In 1995, just 20 companies
on the Fortune Global 500 were based in nonindustrialized
countries; this year, EMMs accounted for nearly one-fifth of
the corporations on the list. The BRIC countries (Brazil, Russia,
India and China) were well represented; China weighed in

Credit

“Companies based in developing countries like Brazil
have learned to be extremely adaptable,” said Sergio Averbach,
president, South America, Korn/Ferry International. “They’ve
dealt with economic and political shocks, and not only survived but thrived. To do well in emerging markets, you have
to learn to samba. These companies know how to dance.”
Emerging-market multinationals (EMMs) do things differently from their Western counterparts. They are particularly adept at operating in other emerging markets. Because
developing markets have the fastest-growing consumer demand in the world, this skill is becoming vital. Economic
growth has slowed in the industrialized world. But G.D.P.
growth in India surged to almost 9 percent in the second
quarter of this year. China’s growth, while slowing, is still
in the double digits.
Consumer demand among the vast numbers of people
occupying the bottom of the pyramid is exploding, and no one
is as well equipped to take advantage of that growth as corporations based in the developing world. EMMs know the cultures, the struggles and the mind-sets of the world’s poorest
and most remote consumers. They are attacking these markets
with energy and creativity, armed with an understanding of
how to navigate the uncertainty rampant in less industrialized parts of the world.

Rhonald Blommestijn (all)

Report. And they are bringing with them a fresh, improvisational management approach.

The Korn/Ferry Institute

from the
bottom
up

By Victoria Griffith

with 39, India with eight, Brazil with seven and Russia with
six. But smaller economies, such as South Africa, Vietnam
and Malaysia, are also starting to make their presence felt.
South-to-south investing is booming. According to a recent KPMG International study of cross-border deals, merger
and acquisition activity originating in emerging markets
jumped 25 percent in the first half of this year, compared
with the second half of 2009. “Deal-making confidence is returning far quicker in emerging economies than in their
developed-market counterparts,” said Ian Gomes, chairman
of KPMG UK’s High Growth Markets practice. “It is where
the multinationals of tomorrow are being created.”
These changes are making an impact not just on financial performance but on accepted management techniques
as well. “We tend to think of best practices as something belonging to Western companies,” said Michael Bekins, a specialist in Asian conglomerates with Korn/Ferry International.
“But emerging markets have their own best practices, and in
many cases they are working very well.”
The big picture is being painted with small strokes. When
women in India throw their laundry into a washing machine
made by the South Korean group Samsung, for example, they
can rest assured that their traditional garments will come out
just fine. They just turn the dial to a special “sari cycle.”
The Jordanian pharmaceutical group Hikma, which now
operates in 42 countries, discovered that its generic medicines
were unsuited to sub-Saharan Africa. High humidity levels,
high temperatures and the lack of reliable refrigeration meant
that the products were often going bad before they could be
used. The group came up with ways to make its medicines
more stable in these extreme weather conditions. Hikma also
makes heavy use of illustrations in its instructional materials
so that they are comprehensible to the large number of illiterate people who use the company’s medicines.
The success of the EMMs is forcing Western managers
to re-examine their own techniques. Increasingly, they are
looking to replicate some of the practices of the developing
world. Here are a few of the principles worth following.

Islamic banking satisfies customers’ religious constraints
by structuring transactions in different ways. For home mortgages, for instance, a home buyer does not borrow money from
the bank. Rather, the buyer presells the house to the bank at a
loss. The asset, in the hands of the Islamic bank, is technically
assigned a higher value than it would have on the market. The
home buyer then purchases the house under an installment
plan, making monthly payments. The Malaysian and Singaporean banks have recognized the need for this kind of product and are moving quickly to secure their foothold in the
market.
When EMMs first move outside their borders, they tend
to establish a presence in a nearby country. Neighboring nations do not always have a great affinity with each other. (Israel and Egypt, India and Pakistan come to mind.) But they
usually do. Chileans, speaking Spanish, find it easy to make
their way in Argentina, for instance. Jordanians are quick to
relate to their fellow Muslims in Egypt. And even when emerging countries appear to have little in common, their differences
often mask underlying similarities.
Products that fit the needs of one poor market often do
the job in another. Samsung, for instance, has come up with a
memory chip that allows its washing machines to continue
their cycles following a power failure, a common occurrence across the developing world. Trucks made
by the Indian company Tata sell well in many
poor countries. That is because most developing countries have a lot of bad roads, and Tata’s
hardy, low-maintenance models were designed
to take a lot of abuse on the road.
A sketchy understanding of bottom-ofthe-pyramid culture has caused corporations
headquartered in industrialized countries to
stumble at times. For example, Western telecommunications companies made a grave error
when they tried to expand their operations to Latin

1

Familiarity with local culture is vital.

Context can be everything when it comes to targeting underserved consumers. Take the expansion of Malaysian banks
into Indonesia. Indonesia is home to more than 200 million
Muslims, who make up almost 90 percent of the country’s population. Yet just 2 percent of banks in the country follow the
rules of Shariah, or Islamic law, which, among other things,
prohibit the charging of interest on loans. But, the number
of banks adhering to Shariah law is expected to skyrocket.
Financial groups in nearby Singapore and Malaysia are moving into this market in a big way. In June, Maybank of Malaysia announced it would convert its Indonesian unit, PT Bank
Maybank Indocorp, into an Islamic bank.
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America in the 1990’s. They followed the use first, bill later
model prevalent in their home markets.
“What happened was that people just didn’t pay their
telephone bill,” said Ravi Ramamurti, a professor at Northeastern University and author and editor of a book on EMMs.
The mobile telephone group Bharti Enterprises, of India, now
one of the largest telecommunications groups in the world,
decided to circumvent the risk of consumer credit by offering
a prepaid service, for as little as one cent per minute. Most of
its consumer business operates on this model.

2

If there is no market for your products, make one.

Credit

EMMs do not just wait for consumers to come to them. If
there is no demand for their products, they stimulate the
market themselves.

Take, for instance, the case of the Mexican construction
company Cemex. After the economic downturn in the country in the mid-1990’s, Cemex executives began to look for new
ways to make money. But most Mexicans, they found, were
too poor even to dream of building their own home; 60 percent of the population earns less than $5 per day.
For decades, many poor Mexicans have financed big celebrations, including weddings, through a savings club known
as a tanda. Participants, mostly women, form small groups, usually of no more than a dozen. Each week, they pay a small amount
of money into the tanda. When enough money has been collected, a lottery selects one lucky member of the tanda to receive the entire pool. The social club continues to collect funds
until every member has won the pool once. The default rate is
low because members of the community police each other.
Cemex decided to adapt the tanda system for the purpose of home construction. Under Patrimonio Hoy, as the
innovation is known, social clubs that offer winners home
building materials and technical support are formed. More
than 235,000 families have participated in the program over
the last 10 years, collecting more than $110 million. The default
rate of payment into the tanda system is less than 1 percent.
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The program has proved so successful, in fact, that Cemex has
expanded the initiative to Colombia, Costa Rica and Nicaragua.
Grupo Bimbo of Mexico, one of the largest bakeries in the
world, knows its sales depend heavily on the financial health
of the 450,000 retailers — mostly mom and pop shops — that
distribute its product. Four years ago, the group launched a
joint venture with a local credit union, FinComun, to extend
microfinance support to these stores. Almost 20 percent of
Bimbo’s retailers now take advantage of the program.
Hikma, the pharmaceutical group, recognizes that the
lack of a regulatory structure in less developed countries can
hinder market growth. Without a government vetting system,
consumers have no way of distinguishing fake, possibly harmful, medication from the real thing. Over the last decade, the
company has worked closely with the ministers of health
in less developed countries to erect some kind of regulatory
structure. “If the system is not safe and efficient, it’s not good
for our business,” said Mazen Darwazah, former CEO of Hikma
Pharmaceuticals Limited — Jordan and now vice chairman of
Hikma Pharmaceuticals.

3

Local knowledge is important at all levels of
management.

EMMs pay close attention to global experience, not just for
their upper-level managers, but also for those just starting out.
Take Olam International, a Singapore-based agricultural
company. The group recruits M.B.A.’s from Indian business
schools and sends them for on-the-job training in remote villages in western Africa. There, they learn about the coffee and
cacao crops. They get to know local farmers and discover which
have better produce and which are better credit risks. The program has allowed Olam to lend hundreds of millions of dollars to small African farmers in return for better-quality and
better-priced produce, with a very low default rate.
“It gives them a huge advantage over Western companies,
who really come into the picture only once the coffee and cacao reach the ports,” said Peter Williamson, a professor at
Cambridge Judge Business School. “American and European
M.B. A.’s would probably not want to live long in an African
village, and if they did, they’d want a driver, and their kids’
school fees paid for. You have to spend two or three years at
the grassroots level, and that experience will follow you all
the way up. You won’t get that experience if you’re in a highrise glass building in the country’s biggest city.”
Bekins of Korn/Ferry said the shortage of local talent is a
challenge for EMMs’ growth. Yet in many cases, these companies are approaching the issue much more aggressively than
corporations in the West. In five to 10 years, their investments
will pay off in a big way, Bekins predicted. Look, for instance,
at the Chinese telecommunications giant Wawei Technology,
he said.
“They are recruiting thousands of young managers to work
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in emerging markets all over the world,” said Bekins. “They
are figuring out the business models needed to succeed. These
managers don’t have anywhere close to the experience level
of what you’d expect in the West for that kind of job. But they
don’t need for all of them to succeed. Even if they get hundreds
back a few years later with the right experience, that will serve
them well. They are seeding their organizations, because they
realize that these people may in five or 10 years become their
senior executives.”
At the upper levels of management, too, EMMs often have
an advantage over their Western counterparts. Many top executives at EMMs have studied in the West, so they know both
their own culture and that of developed countries. They are usually fluent in English and often speak other languages as well.
Some observers believe Western multinationals should
respond by stepping up their recruiting in emerging markets.
“They really need to take more initiative in developing partnerships with foreign universities,” said Govind Hariharan, chairman of the economics department at Kennesaw State University Coles College of Business in Atlanta. “Few of them
take this seriously.”
Yet these recruiting efforts may not be successful unless
Western multinationals can convince emerging-market recruits that they will be able to climb the ladder. “There is a fear,
in emerging markets, that if they take a job with a Western
multinational, they will at some point hit a glass ceiling,” said
Williamson. With emerging markets growing so quickly, aspiring emerging-market executives may sense that developing countries will give them better opportunities.

4

Know how to deal with risk, but do not be afraid of it.

Emerging-market managers seem to have an intuitive sense
of how to make their way in other developing countries. They
are accustomed to coping with uncertainty and chaos in their
own cultures and take that knowledge with them.
Ramamurti gives the example of an Indian pharmaceutical company that sent a young executive to Argentina a few
years ago to test the waters in that market. The young man had
no experience in Latin America and when he left India, he did
not speak any Spanish. His bosses had low expectations for
his success. But the cost of sending the low-level manager overseas was small and worth the risk, in their estimation. A few
years later, the man had built up a successful operation in Argentina and using his contacts, he had begun to expand into
other Latin American countries. Needless to say, by that time
he had become fluent in Spanish.
EMMs do not view political instability, hyperinflation,
economic shocks or even war as a reason to avoid certain markets. If they can see a way to make money, they will find a way
to make it work. Commerce can survive all but the most precarious of situations. During the 1983 war in Lebanon and the
decade of unrest that followed, visitors were often amazed to
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see that commerce continued. Sidewalk cafes cleared when
tanks came down the street, only to fill up again when the
tanks had moved on.
When unrest and civil war hit Syria and the Sudan in recent decades, their financial systems teetered. Their currencies became so unstable as to be useless, and traditional banks
were unwilling to finance trade. “We used barter to sell to
these markets,” said Darwazah. “We got peanuts, marbles and
other goods. When war hits, the Western multinationals
close down. We find a way to continue to do business. And
when things calm down, we’re usually in a better position to
take advantage of that market.”

5

Corporate structure is different in emerging markets.

Credit

The corporate structures of EMMs often differ substantially

from those of their Western counterparts. Industrialized
countries are enamored with clarity. Western multinationals
tend to focus on a single business — their core competency. If
they stray too far from their main mission, they may be punished by stockholders looking for pure plays in a single industry. Gillette, for instance, known mainly for its razors, spent
much of the 1990s facing analysts and shareholders disgruntled by its failure to spin off its battery and cosmetics units.
Emerging-market companies are messier. Some are huge
state-owned corporations, like China National Petroleum. Others, like Reliance Industries of India, are privately held. They
commonly have their hands in more than one industry. Tata
of Mumbai has operations in steel, automobiles, trucks, tea,
consulting, hotels (the Taj chain) and telecommunications.
The tendency of EMMs to operate in more than one

Mazen Darwazah
In the midst of the bombing of Beirut during the Israeli-Hezbollah war
in 2006, the pharmaceutical group Hikma, based in Jordan, received a desperate
call from the Rafik Hariri University Hospital in Beirut.
“They were running out of some important biotechnology drugs,” said Mazen Darwazah, vice chairman of Hikma Pharmaceuticals and former CEO of Hikma Pharmaceuticals Limited – Jordan. “The patients’ lives were in danger.” It turned out that the medicine was sitting at
the airport. In the midst of the chaos, the drugs had not cleared customs.
Darwazah asked his managers in Lebanon to intervene. They drove to the airport, retrieved the
drugs from the depot and delivered them to the hospital. “There weren’t even any invoices or anything,”
said Darwazah. “But they had to do it. It was the right thing to do. It also showed that when everyone else
runs away, our company is still there. It’s important for business ties.”
Forging strong local bonds has helped Hikma become one of the fastest-growing pharmaceutical companies in the world. Since its founding 30 years ago, its annual revenues have surged to almost $700 million.
Last year, profits grew 36 percent. And the company’s expansion has been based in some of the world’s most
challenging markets, mainly in the Middle East and northern Africa.
Establishing a reputation as a reliable local player has been key to the company’s success, according to Darwazah.
“You have to have an understanding of local roots and culture,” he said.
The hardest people to build ties with are the poor and often isolated populations that account for a large portion
of the demand in emerging markets. Hikma stresses charitable works that put its employees in direct contact with the
poor. Under its Ramadan initiative, for example, the group not only donates food to the underprivileged but also encourages workers to share meals with the poor at the company’s facilities.
“By getting to know this group, we obtain valuable and hard-to-get information,” said Darwazah. “Some diseases,
like AIDS and sometimes cancer, are taboo in certain cultures. People don’t talk about them. If you don’t have ties to
the community, it will be very difficult to find a way to serve this market.”

industry can be attributed to a few different factors. “Often,
when a private company passes to a new generation, the family will put one brother in charge of one business and another
brother in charge of the other business,” said Hariharan. Vertical integration also makes more sense for cultures in which
supply chains are more volatile than in the West. “The suppliers are not always as reliable in those countries,” said
Williamson.
The lack of shareholder activism gives many EMMs flexibility that Western corporations would envy. On the other
hand, EMMs’ structures may bring some disadvantages. Some
fall victim to years of family infighting. Others may find it difficult to control big conglomerate operations abroad.
Certain corporations in the West are already taking cues
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from their EMM competitors. General Electric, for instance,
has adopted a policy of “reverse innovation” to develop
products specifically for emerging-market consumers. The
company used the approach to come up with its hand-held
electrocardiogram device. Yet the group was following the
lead of Mindray Medical International of China, a pioneer in
developing low-cost medical equipment with its popular portable ultrasound device. “A few Western multinationals are
getting the message and changing their ways,” said Ramamurti. “But we can’t forget that a lot of these techniques are
originating with the emerging market multinationals.”
A long-time correspondent for The Financial Times, Victoria Griffith
covers business from Boston.
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CEO
MASTER
CLASS
Jeffrey Sonnenfeld’s passion,
preparation, and attention to
detail, helps leaders take their
game to the next level.

T

by glenn rifkin

he elegant wood-paneled conference room,
once known as the Members Dining Room,
in the historic New York Stock Exchange
building has been transformed into a multitiered classroom, and every seat is filled
with enthusiastic students. In this case, the
students are well past postgraduate level. In
fact, almost all are current or former chief

Credit

executives at high-powered companies and
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not to mention net worth — would be the envy of any eager
M.B. A. candidate. Amid business legends such as John Bogle,
William Donaldson, Reuben Mark and John Whitehead, all
eyes are focused on their professor, Dr. Jeffrey A. Sonnenfeld,
the much-admired leadership guru who orchestrates the proceedings with the air of a veteran talk-show host.
Sonnenfeld, the senior associate dean for executive programs and a professor of management practice at the Yale
School of Management, is actually moderating his 62nd CEO
Summit. As president and CEO of the Yale Chief Executive
Leadership Institute, he is continuing to build upon the concept of CEO brain-picking that he pioneered more than two
decades earlier while a young faculty member at the Harvard
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Business School. The conference in New York City in June was
one of four held each year by Sonnenfeld’s Leadership Institute
— two in the United States, one in China and the other in India. A fertile source of income for business schools, consulting
firms and media outlets, leadership summits are plentiful, but
few have the drawing power of Sonnenfeld’s. He is the embodiment of the successful academic entrepreneur, a rare breed
who is able to bridge the gap between scholarship and realworld practice and create a gathering for sought-after C-level
executives who jealously guard their calendars.
Jeffrey L. Bewkes, chairman and CEO of Time Warner,
for example, is loath to attend most such confabs, but he has
appeared at several of Sonnenfeld’s gatherings. Given the
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Sonnenfeld is the embodiment of the successful academic

Mike Ross (all)

entrepreneur, a rare breed who is able to bridge the gap between
scholarship and real-world practice and create a destination gathering
for sought-after C-level executives who jealously guard their calendars.
disclosure constraints on CEOs of public companies, it is often problematic for them to talk about
financial or competitive issues. Bewkes said that
the conversations at most of these events therefore
tend to be circumscribed or mundane — CEOs listening to themselves talk. “Somehow Jeff overcomes that,” Bewkes said. “He gets people together
and stimulates conversations that are not pointless.
Business people feel that they are going into a
venue which Jeff will make productive and not distorted, which makes it appealing to show up. He has
a facility for uncovering the patterns or similarities
that reveal themselves across what seem to be unrelated situations and industries.”
At Yale, Sonnenfeld has solidified his standing
as a leadership authority with similar skills in the
classroom and an impressive body of scholarship and
research. His 1988 best-seller, “The Hero’s Farewell:
What Happens When CEOs Retire,” established his
credentials in the study of leadership succession,
and he has been a prolific contributor to The Harvard
Business Review and other scholarly journals throughout his career. His 2007 Review article called, “Firing
Back: How Leaders Rebound After Career Disasters,”
became another well-received book on a subject he
knows well. He is a sought-after commentator for
his insights into leadership and decision making.
According to Sharon M. Oster, dean of the Yale
School of Management, Sonnenfeld’s generosity in
sharing both his knowledge and his well-stocked
Rolodex with his younger colleagues on the faculty is widely
admired. But for Yale, a small, research-oriented graduate
business program (there are just 70 faculty and 450 students), Sonnenfeld’s greatest contribution has been in bringing the world of practice into the institution’s orbit. His CEO
summits are lucrative, with up to $12 million a year going to
the school.
Tireless and passionate, Sonnenfeld fires up the proceedings with his sharp, insightful probing and his detailed grasp
of current business headlines. In his June gathering, he grilled
Kenneth R. Feinberg about his role as compensation czar during the Wall Street meltdown, just days before Feinberg was
named by President Obama to a similar role for victims of the
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BP oil spill disaster. Sonnenfeld bounced questions off Raymond V. Gilmartin, former CEO of Merck, Austan Goolsbee,
one of Obama’s chief economic advisors, Alan Mullaly, CEO of
Ford, and Klaus Kleinfeld, CEO of Alcoa. In past summits, he
has initiated lively discussions with notable chief executives,
such as Michael S. Dell, chairman and CEO of Dell, and James
L. Dimon, chairman and CEO of JPMorgan Chase.
Two large video screens display clips of participants being
interviewed by CNBC, Bloomberg or Jon Stewart on “The Daily
Show.” Humor and irreverence are a big part of Sonnenfeld’s
repertoire and sacred cows are tethered at the door. Sonnenfeld seems to know each of the 130 CEOs personally, and many
are regulars at Sonnenfeld’s gatherings. High-powered business journalists, such as Geoff Colvin of Fortune, Dennis Kneale
of CNBC and Andrew Ross Sorkin of The New York Times, show
up but agree to the off-the-record requirements.
Sonnenfeld’s CEO Summits predate just about all the Business Roundtable, Conference Board, magazine-sponsored and
even the World Economic Forum leadership events. Most of
those gatherings have a certain level of intellectual creativity
but also a huge amount of self-promotion, canned speeches
and generic platitudes. Much of what gets shared is scripted
by public relations firms months in advance.
The chance to interact with counterparts from around the
global business stage and sound off in an off-the-record, noholds-barred environment is enticing. But the real attraction
for most of these power brokers is Sonnenfeld himself. “Jeff
is sui generis,” said Oster. “He is a force of nature,” added Sandy
Climan, president of Entertainment Media Ventures. Most
important, he is well prepared. Sonnenfeld and his staff relentlessly research all the attendees so the program moves quickly
into valuable discussions. “Most of the people in these summits are gods and goddesses back in their own organizations
and industries,” Sonnenfeld said. “But when they come together, they don’t know each other quite so well or at all, and
they are a little bit unnerved. Having studied them, I can put
them together in panels where there are some less than obvious parallels to be gleaned or some profound paradoxes where
people have tried to do similar things in very different ways.”
Sonnenfeld’s forte is to move past the theoretical into a
real-time analysis of why and how decisions get made, how
leaders respond to crises and how wisdom gets translated into
action. He gets CEOs to explain failed or successful mergers
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and the execution of complicated business strategy. This is the
realm beyond academic dissertations and PowerPoint platitudes, a place where real learning and sharing happens. Sonnenfeld, with his uncanny ability to draw upon a seemingly
bottomless well of facts and patterns, orchestrates the debate.
“He is extraordinary,” said Reuben Mark, former CEO of
Colgate-Palmolive and a long-time attendee. “He makes it his
business to really get to know people, and just as he has a real
relationship with you, he has that same relationship with everyone in the room. He asks tough questions but in a positive
way, and he ranges over the whole business environment with
an encyclopedic knowledge. You know you are not going to
be held up to ridicule. You rarely see someone operate at that
level, which is why the summit gets such great attendance.”
“I just like to listen to him,” added Millard S. Drexler, CEO
of J.Crew, who has been to several CEO Summits and speaks
occasionally at Sonnenfeld’s classes at Yale. “The first time I
met Jeff, I found him incredibly charismatic, smart, quick,
totally passionate and totally involved in what he is doing.”
A steady climb over a 35-year career has brought Sonnenfeld into the pantheon of leadership legends like Warren Bennis, Tom Peters, Edgar H. Schein, James Kouzes and Barry
Posner. For his part, Sonnenfeld works with the feverish zeal
of someone who not only is deeply devoted to his craft but also
saw his career implode a decade ago in a bizarre drama.

Up from Harvard
At 56, Sonnenfeld, with his ample girth, loose shirttails and
out-of-kilter tie, has the rumpled air of an absentminded professor. His Yale office is a chaotic clutter of books, videotapes,
DVDs and papers scattered across every available surface. A
cable business channel drones constantly in the background
on a flat-screen TV. The disarray, however, does nothing to diminish Sonnenfeld’s focus and an uncanny ability to call up
the minutest details of a business saga. He has advised presidents (he used to jog with Bill Clinton at Clinton’s renowned
Renaissance weekends) and leaders of a long list of companies.
And he is laser-focused on his mission, with a combination of
intellect and fervor that few can bring to the study of leadership.
Sonnenfeld treats everyone he meets with a gracious
quality that bespeaks an almost childlike craving to be admired
and accepted. Any hint that he may have hurt someone’s feelings or been unkind leaves him anguished until he can reach
out and make amends. Having married for the first time at
age 47 in 2001, Sonnenfeld has filled his office with photos of
his young family — two daughters, ages 5 and 8, and his wife,
Clarky, a lawyer who is 18 years his junior.
Raised in Abington, a middle-class Philadelphia suburb,
Sonnenfeld came from a close-knit family, but both his parents struggled with health issues throughout his childhood.
His father, who ran a clothing store in Philadelphia, suffered
several heart attacks during Sonnenfeld’s youth. His mother,
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an athlete and intellectual, had been temporarily paralyzed
after a gymnastics accident when she was 26. Although she recovered use of her limbs, she suffered an unusually crippling
form of chronic rheumatoid arthritis that defied treatment.
Sonnenfeld spent an inordinate amount of time in hospitals
visiting his mother who, with her advanced degrees in biochemistry and French politics, was a steady source of intellectual stimulation. Mostly, Sonnenfeld fell under the wing of
his brother, Marc, eight years older, who served as a surrogate
parent and mentor. “He was always a facilitator, a problem
solver, a person to turn to when crisis hit,” Sonnenfeld said.
Working in his father’s store during holiday seasons to
help keep the business afloat, Sonnenfeld still found time to
become a standout student and play football and lacrosse in
high school. Despite his mother’s ailments — she wore leg
braces and was in and out of surgery over the years — Sonnenfeld describes his as a happy childhood. “We were all in this
sort of collaborative survival endeavor, trying to get through
the difficult Christmas selling season in the store, and it was
something we would all rejoice in together.” Intent on a career
in medicine, Sonnenfeld was pre-med when he went to Harvard in 1972 and majored in psychology and social relations.
In a stroke of fortuitous timing, Sonnenfeld arrived at
Harvard during a renaissance in the social and behavioral sciences. He was able to take classes with and get to know the
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Sonnenfeld’s forte is to move past the theoretical into a
real-time analysis of why and how decisions get made, how leaders respond
to crises and how wisdom gets translated into action.
likes of B.F. Skinner, George C. Homans, David Riesman, David
C. McClelland and Roger Brown. “These legends of social science were all still active,” Sonnenfeld recalled. “They were in
their waning days of public activity, but they were at a generative stage too. So I worked directly and personally with an
amazing collection of behavioral science superstars.”
A course called Human Behavior in Organizations, taught
by Jay W. Lorsch, was a turning point for Sonnenfeld. The study
of organizational behavior struck a chord. “It was so much fun
that I could not believe you could get credit for the course,” he
said. Through Lorsch, he also met Paul R. Lawrence, the noted
organizational behavior pioneer, who later became a mentor
at Harvard Business School. As an undergraduate, Sonnenfeld
would join Lorsch and Lawrence at Lawrence’s house for dinners replete with long, mesmerizing discussions about the way
organizations worked. The heady company and the excitement
of this new avenue of thought refocused Sonnenfeld away
from medicine toward an entirely new discipline. Working
part time in the emergency room at Massachusetts General
Hospital turned the theory into reality.
Sonnenfeld became absorbed with the way Mass General
worked as a system. Having grown familiar with hospitals in
Philadelphia during his childhood, he had developed a cynical
outlook. “There was corruption and incompetence,” he recalled
about the Philadelphia hospitals. “My mother had improper
surgery done on the wrong hand. They’d leave sponges in her
or cause nerve adhesions when they’d stitch her up and catch a
nerve. And nobody would take responsibility for correcting it.”
Having seen the failures, Sonnenfeld was awed by the efficiency of Mass General. Working as an internal courier, Sonnenfeld did mostly menial work but saw something cathartic.
“There was an amazing sense of pride unit by unit,” he recalled.
Moving around the hospital delivering supplies, he saw this
same sense of duty and mission throughout the building. “It
made me realize that maybe there really was something to this
leadership stuff.”
Upon graduation, Sonnenfeld had abandoned any medical school ambitions and decided to focus his graduate studies
on the social sciences. He was admitted to Stanford and the
University of Michigan but decided to remain at Harvard. He
began to pursue dual degrees — a doctorate in social science, and
at the same time, an M.B.A. from Harvard Business School.
Always interested in real-world behavior since his days
in his father’s shop, Sonnenfeld did extended ethnographic
research stints at companies like United Parcel Service of
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America and IBM. In these positions, he assumed actual managerial responsibilities in order to get a personal glimpse of
organizational structures and leadership effectiveness. His
stellar academic output led directly to a faculty position at the
Harvard Business School, and he spent nearly a decade as a
rising star at the hyper-competitive institution. Near the end
of his stay, he formulated the idea for a CEO gathering in which
leaders would come together and share their wisdom. He
overcame the skepticism of Harvard Business School Dean
John H. McArthur and persuaded him to begin a pilot program.
The dean invited Sonnenfeld to hold the initial gathering at
his home, and business luminaries such as Bill Marriott,
chairman of Marriott International, Ken Olsen, co-founder of
Digital Equipment Corp., and Nick Nicholas, then chairman of
Time Warner, agreed to attend. But when one of the invitees
began pontificating and refused to stop talking, a couple of attendees got up to leave. McArthur turned to Sonnenfeld and
said, “See, Jeff. It’s not going to work. You can’t invite CEOs.
They don’t listen to each other. They only hear themselves.”
Undaunted, Sonnenfeld was determined to find a home
for his leadership summit concept. He was already receiving
offers from other schools, including one of full tenure and $7
million in seed money to start his CEO Institute at the Goizueta Business School at Emory University in Atlanta.
Despite being entreated to remain at Harvard, Sonnenfeld
headed south in 1989 and began what appeared to be an idyllic stay at Emory. He immersed himself immediately in the
school’s culture and became a highly visible and popular professor. Although the promised seed money never materialized,
Sonnenfeld persevered and raised the money on his own.
According to Benn Konsynski, an Emory professor who
had been a colleague of Sonnenfeld at Harvard, it was Sonnenfeld’s enthusiasm that drew Konsynski and others to Emory.
His nascent CEO Institute gave Emory national visibility and
drew to the campus business leaders who had until then ignored Emory. The millions of dollars in profits from the CEO
Summits were a welcome addition to the school and made
Sonnenfeld a star in Atlanta’s higher-education community.
Although Sonnenfeld’s ebullience and young-man-in-ahurry persona rubbed some the wrong way at the conservative campus — academia is rife with petty jealousies and
territorial spats — he quickly became the face of the school.
When the deanship of the business school opened up in 1997,
Sonnenfeld made an aggressive push for the position, a move
he later regretted. Emory’s president, William M. Chace, was
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i n t e r e s t i n g. . .
CORPORATE HOLIDAY PLANS
GET DOWNSIZED
Only 41% of executives attended an office
party in 2009, down from 52%
in 2005.
Source: The Korn/Ferry Institute, 2009

complied with a binding arbitration agreement, and Sonnenfeld walked away with a significant financial settlement, according to colleagues. He is forbidden from discussing the incident publicly, but it is evident the crisis took an emotional
toll. For Emory, the fallout was worse. According to Konsynski,
Sonnenfeld’s departure left a deep void in Emory’s ability to
connect to the world of business practice that has yet to be
filled. “The region and the community have suffered ever since
from the absence of that kind of traffic,” he said.
But Atlanta’s loss turned out to be New Haven’s gain. Sonnenfeld’s reputation might have been sullied, but word spread
about the fiasco at Emory and he was quickly scooped up by
Jeffrey E. Garten, then dean of the Yale School of Management.
“To me, this was incredible good fortune,” Garten said.
“At the time, the school was in very serious need of more links
to the business community along with professors who were
scholars with an acute sense of how the business world operated. Jeff was the embodiment of that.” Undaunted by the Emory debacle, Garten made an offer and Sonnenfeld jumped at
it. “He was a match to dry wood,” Garten said. “He immediately established himself as both a scholar and practitioner.”
For Sonnenfeld, Yale has meant more than redemption.
“I loved it instantly,” he said. “It’s the best of both worlds, and
I can’t imagine another university like it.” Sonnenfeld waxes
enthusiastic about Yale’s president, Richard C. Levin, as the
catalyst for Yale’s current successes. “He is an incredible, intrinsic model of leadership,” Sonnenfeld said.
Levin has been an enthusiastic supporter of the CEO Leadership Institute, according to Sonnenfeld. “He saw that adult
learning was a significant, central, core mission of the school,”
Sonnenfeld explained. “He didn’t see executive programs as
an intellectual backwater as so many schools do. He wanted
this to be a high-end outreach, which was pretty exciting.”
For Sonnenfeld, the sense of stability at Yale is palpable.
Being within close proximity to New York and Wall Street puts
him in a strategic position to cultivate and grow his leadership efforts. Although his frenetic enthusiasm for his work is
greater than ever, he has also embraced the calming effects of
family life with the air of a man who came late to such joy. He
is so devoted to his daughters that he insists on being home to
tuck them into bed, regardless of having to rush through airports to catch timely flights.
Of course, that devotion will not stop him from being on
a plane or at the New York Stock Exchange early the next morning. “The real story with Jeff is that he is an academic entrepreneur, and there are not many of them,” Garten said. “In the
world of business schools, he has done something very crucial
— bridge the world of scholarship and the world of real-world
practice.” Very few can do it and he does it exquisitely. 
Glenn Rifkin has written for The New York Times, Fast Company, Strategy
+ Business, and many other publications.
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not a fan, judging from a “60 Minutes” segment and other
reports, and Sonnenfeld did not get the job. When the deanship at Goizueta’s crosstown rival, the Business School at Georgia Tech, became available, the school approached Sonnenfeld.
But before he could even pack up his office at Emory, Sonnenfeld found himself suddenly immersed in a career-threatening nightmare. Just after the Thanksgiving holiday, Sonnenfeld was called into the campus police department, where he
was confronted by officers who informed him that he had been
videotaped vandalizing Emory’s brand-new business school
building. Stunned, Sonnenfeld protested his innocence, but
the police told him he had to sign a letter of resignation and
agree to stay off the campus or he would be arrested and prosecuted, according to the “60 Minutes” segment on the case.
The police showed him the surveillance videotape, which
had caught him the night before Thanksgiving in the hallway
of the school. The tape, included in the “60 Minutes” piece,
showed Sonnenfeld doing a goofy little dance up and back
down the hall and along the way, he touched the walls with his
foot three or four times. If even a scuff mark resulted, it would
have been a lot. To call it vandalism strained credibility.
For Sonnenfeld to lose his position at Emory based on
such trifling evidence was appalling, but Chace was not
through. He called his counterpart at Georgia Tech to inform
him that Sonnenfeld had vandalized the school and resigned,
according to an article in The New York Times. On December 3,
Georgia Tech withdrew its offer, according to The Times.
“It was an extraordinary pattern of stupidity that escalated
beyond reason,” Konsynski said. “The absurdity of the process and the heinous way things were handled was amazing.”
Advised by friends and colleagues to fight back, Sonnenfeld sued Emory as well as Georgia Tech. Eventually, Emory
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feature film about social networks opened Oct. 1, packed

with scandal, sex and drugs, and purporting to tell the
true story of a popular Web destination that has rapidly
gained the kind of notoriety money alone can’t buy.
This is not that film. This is a story about another

headlines, a “boring” one that, as some Silicon Valley wit
put it, “won’t get you a date, but might get you a job.” That
would be LinkedIn.
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hugely popular social media site, one that stays out of the
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It’s hard to imagine a Hollywood feature starring Reid
Hoffman, the unselfconsciously cerebral, and corpulent,
founder of LinkedIn, but it would have to begin at Stanford
University, where he earned a B.S. in symbolic systems, a
multidisciplinary major that focuses on computers and minds:
artificial and natural systems that use symbols to represent
information. The major pulls as many faculty members from
philosophy and linguistics as it does from computer science,
but its unofficial sensei, and Hoffman’s adviser, was Terry
Winograd, an enfant terrible turned eminence grise of the
artificial intelligence movement, and an early entrepreneur
in social media technologies.

row scholar, and writing books that maybe 50 other scholars
read. I was most motivated by ‘how do I change the lives of
millions of people?’ and I realized the academic podium is really kind of antithetical to that.”
Hoffman completed his master’s at Oxford, but he also
spent some time at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
where he read, and wrote a lengthy analysis of, Understanding
Computers and Cognition, a seminal text by Winograd and a coauthor, the Chilean philosopher Fernando Flores. As Mitch
Kapor, the founder of Lotus Development, put it, this was “the
first book to provide a grounded account about computers,
language and mind which informs the theory and practice of

Hoffman aimed for the convergence of two trends, which between
them amounted to a solvable problem with a scalable solution:
Perhaps not coincidentally, Winograd was also the adviser
to the founders of Google, Sergey Brin and Larry Paige, and it
was he who suggested that they pursue some kind of Web
index for their doctoral work. Winograd recalls the undergraduate Reid Hoffman as a personable young man already
thinking in entrepreneurial terms, although unsure of how
to proceed.
“The whole point of that program is you have the technology side and the philosophy side working together,” Winograd
said. “He was more of a networking, people person than a lot
of the others who go through that major. So something centered around person-to-person communication and coordination suited him.”
For Hoffman, his undergraduate years were less a linear
progression toward a chosen career than a chance to discover
his own identity and true vocation. “When I went to Stanford,
I didn’t really know what I wanted to be when I grew up,” Hoffman said. “I knew I was very interested in how people communicate with each other and reach conclusions, how you come
to agreement, how we can collectively get to truth.” That is how
we gradually improve as a species, he added.
“But I always want to be as effective as possible, so as an undergrad, I thought, Let me be a scientist; I’ll use computers as
tools and metaphors to think through this. Ergo, symbolic systems,” he said. “My conclusion was we were modeling thinking when we didn’t know what thinking was. So while I was interested in psychological experiments, what I was most curious
about was how do we live and make our lives meaningful.”
The scene shifted to Oxford University, where Hoffman
pursued a master’s degree in philosophy. “I thought maybe
philosophy was the answer, but what happened at Oxford
was, within about six months I realized the academic game
didn’t really resonate with me. It’s all about being a very nar-
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the changing world of work,
making computer programs that work for, not against, people.”
While Winograd and Flores started a company in the early
1980s and created a software program to put their ideas to
work, it was 20 years ahead of its time and gained only a small,
yet fiercely loyal, customer base. Nevertheless, that program,
which they called the Coordinator, is now often cited as a forerunner of today’s ubiquitous social media platforms. Indeed,
when a user clicks on the accept or ignore buttons in response
to a LinkedIn invitation, she is unknowingly adopting the
speech act conventions that informed the Coordinator.
“I found that if I broadened my definition of what the
work is that a public intellectual does — from writing articles
for Atlantic Monthly and The New York Review of Books to writing
software — all of a sudden the palette of tools for building stuff
to affect lives had a path I could take,” Hoffman said.
He returned to northern California filled with entrepreneurial zeal, and ready to start a company that would affect
lives in a positive way. But while the venture capitalists on
Menlo Park’s famed Sand Hill Road were happy to talk to him,
they all asked a question that Hoffman stumbled over. They
wanted to know if he had ever shipped a product. The answer,
of course, was no; indeed he’d never worked at any “real” job,
except for a summer internship at Inglenook, a Napa Valley
winery.
Recognizing that he would have to serve a proper Silicon
Valley apprenticeship, he went to work at Apple Computer, and
followed his time there with a stint at Fujitsu America’s operation in Sunnyvale. With this experience behind him, he returned to the venture capitalists, answered “Yes” to the crucial
question, and received backing to start his first company,
SocialNet, in the summer of 1997. But although SocialNet
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and the value of networks in work and life.
ultimately returned capital to investors, Hoffman said, it was
less than a success.
“I had a good product idea, but only a partial business
idea,” he said. “We designed a really great product for bi-directional matching. But I realized you have to have a plan for how
to get to millions of people. ‘A looking for B, B looking for A’
worked well in situations of symmetric interest — dating,
roommates, tennis playing partners — but in the professional
world, would-be connections tend not be looking for another
person just like them.”
Although SocialNet did not succeed, during his time there
Hoffman was asked by two old Stanford friends to join the
board of their start-up company, which became PayPal. After
selling SocialNet to an online dating site, he joined PayPal as a
full-time employee, and was executive vice president at the
time of its sale to eBay in 2002 for $1.5 billion. PayPal’s strength,
he said, was that it introduced a logical banking service — secure online payments — that banks had not imagined.
“I prefer to do things where there really isn’t any competition,” Hoffman said. “Second best is slothful, stupid competition. Banks, if you can compete with them without being a
bank, are great to compete with. Innovate against no competitors, or bad competitors. If you’re going up against an aggressive, smart competitor who’s already in the market, you either
have to be really good or not care if it all blows up.”
Hoffman’s take from PayPal’s sale was sufficient that “I
could retire to a middle class life without a salary, so I had accomplished my first personal goal,” he said. “If you don’t need
a salary, you can concentrate on doing what’s most important
to you. I realized I wanted to continue to build ecosystems that
could transform people’s lives in a positive way. I wanted to
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make their interconnections more mutually beneficial, more
relevant.”
Our film would now flash through a quick sequence of
jump cuts to signify a start-up business: Hoffman and his cofounder, Allen Blue, drafting a rough business plan; their anxious first meeting with the venture capitalists; early hires
pounding out code in a cheap rented space; the creation of the
LinkedIn Web site; the first million users. But even in Silicon
Valley, reality moves a bit more slowly than a Hollywood movie,
with more stumbles and missteps along the way.
“I wanted to do something that could bring about massive change, but then I had to take three steps back and ask
myself, now how do I start a start-up that can move in that direction, because I had learned that you don’t just have something spring from your brow like Athena,” Hoffman said. “It’s
more like building with Legos.”
And while it is possible to build a model of Paris or the
starship Enterprise with Legos, Hoffman knew it would be
best to start with a one-room cabin. “Take the easiest, simplest problem that’s solvable, that works and scales,” he said.
Hoffman aimed for the convergence of two trends, which
between them amounted to a solvable problem with a scalable
solution: the changing world of work, and the value of networks in work and life.
“The notion of a career ladder is broken; everyone is in
the business of themselves,” Hoffman said. “All of the attributes of a small business now apply to you as an individual:
the brand of you, your competitive differentiation, how do
you generate new opportunities. Coupled with that, we all are
now working in a networked society, even if we have no concept of what that means. You are potentially connected to
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Using Social Media
In all likelihood, any one of the many Linked-

projects to projects helping other people.

they remember it. Even if they forget,

In books can tell the reader how to create a

One of the reasons you search LinkedIn is

you’re still creating value. Take introduc-

profile, establish a network and make the

you don’t know which of your 100 connec-

tions. You have to apply some intelligence,

most of the site’s functionality. But none of

tions knows the right person. You’re not

but when both people thank you for being

them describe how Reid Hoffman — pre-

going to call all of them.”

introduced, you’ve increased your karma

sumably the ultimate power user — takes
advantage of his own creation.

The theory of small gifts

build a set of relationships for living in a

One of the ironies of the Internet era is

networked world. What LinkedIn does is

StoryWeaver, Dramatica Pro or, for that mat-

that while contact information for a Reid

make that easy; it takes me in aggregate

ter, Microsoft Word, to write a compelling

Hoffman, a Joi Ito or a Steve Jobs is now

maybe three minutes for each introduction.”

novel, a diligent networker doesn’t need

readily available, gaining access to such

LinkedIn to maintain a contact base. It just

people is not easy. Indeed, without a mu-

Establishing a network presence

makes the job easier. By his own and oth-

tual reference, it may be completely im-

“A second theme to my LinkedIn use is —

ers’ accounts, Hoffman was always a good

possible. Hoffman said LinkedIn helps

and this is part of the ‘how do you live and

people person, but he said he finds ways to

seekers find points of common interest or

work in a networked world’ — is to estab-

reach out with LinkedIn that would be

colleagues in common, while also helping

lish a good brand and footprint in my net-

awkward or time-consuming without it.

the sought-after individual filter the bar-

work,” Hoffman said. “I pay attention to

Just as a talented author doesn’t need

rage of requests for his or her attention to

how my profile is established. It should

is, our brains don’t work like computers,”

identify those people who truly have some-

communicate ‘this is why you want me as

Hoffman said. “Say I’ve got some interest-

thing of interest or merit.

an investor; these are the kinds of things

“One vector for how I use these tools

ing ideas about how education should be

“Opportunities are created by positive,

I’m interested in.’ Then I can use my net-

reformulated, and I wonder who I should

warm connections with other people,”

work as a filter to sort out who are the

talk to about them, I’ll do a search on

Hoffman said. “You do small things for

ones I want to spend time with. It’s all

LinkedIn. I do that for everything from my

people that are really valuable to them, and

about establishing a presence, in order to

millions of people. You just don’t know how to navigate that.”
These were not new insights. The British management
guru and social philosopher Charles Handy first wrote about
portfolio careers in the 1980’s; Tom Peters has been a one-man
ad campaign for the “brand of me” for just about forever, and
Flores, this time writing with the British sociologist John Gray,
stressed the critical importance of online identity and networks of trust in “Entrepreneurship and the Wired Life: Work
in the Wake of Career.”
But Hoffman’s singular contribution was to develop a
simple tool that addressed all of these issues at once, accessible to anyone with an Internet connection and, in the grand
tradition of all Web applications, mostly free. “We knew we
had to start with the bare bones — a profile, a network, an
ability to get referrals and to invite people in,” he said. “That’s
what we launched with.”
For casual users, that’s what LinkedIn remains: a place to
post an online résumé, communicate with professional contacts, and a simple search tool to match your needs with those
of others in the network. Sounds easy enough, but enter
“LinkedIn books” at Amazon.com and the site returns nearly
400 how-to-use texts. This is partly a result of the publishing
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industry’s tendency to pile on, but also partly due to LinkedIn’s
strategy of veiling advanced capabilities and add-ons behind
its uncluttered facade. Some of these features require a paid
subscription; others are free but you have to hunt for them.
Hoffman said that the tiered layers of services are how
LinkedIn can make money while still offering substantial
value at no cost, but that there is also an appreciable ongoing
public learning curve when it comes to creating and managing an online identity. By making the opening page of LinkedIn very simple, like Google in its early days, he also made it
very accessible.
“We’re profitable, while we also offer a robust free account,” Hoffman said. “So we actually hide most of the things,
other than advertising, where we make our economics, like
subscriptions and job listings. The only time you encounter
that is when you’re trying to get in touch with someone, or
vice versa, and then we ask you to subscribe.”
Since the earliest days of the Internet, individuals have
acquired online identities incrementally; you are what you
post, you are what you do. But, unfortunately, you are also what
other people post about you, or capture you on film doing in
an inebriated moment. Hoffman said LinkedIn returns the
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build the right relationships and attract the

though it’s expensive,” he said, “because

LinkedIn, typed in KIVA and saw that I was

right business opportunities.”

the common language and availability of

on the board and sent me a message. I

plane flights were compelling reasons to

said: ‘Let’s get on the phone. I can tell him

locate there.”

that you guys are great people and your

Proactive problem solving
“The third vector is a set of proactive uses,”
Hoffman said. “How do I solve a problem?
How do I get to the right person to solve

Blending the for-profit and nonprofit worlds

CEOs will be great people to know, but you
still have to make some kind of donation
because he’s flying away from a full-time

that problem? Almost all of these problems

Hoffman said LinkedIn also helps him lev

executive position.’ I suggested $50,000;

are solved by connecting with the relevant

erage his position in the for-profit world

in my view that’s reasonable. Ultimately,

person — someone with knowledge and

to benefit his interests in the nonprofit

Premel was the keynoter. That’s the kind of

expertise, with access to resources. All of

world, where he sits on several boards. He

thing I can do by being in both for- and

these what, where and how come through

tells the story of how Danny Rimer, man-

nonprofit. That’s why you blend them.”

a who when it’s in the arena of how busi-

aging partner of Index Ventures’ London

ness is done,” he said. “You get a competi-

office, became intrigued with the micro

tive advantage based on how well you

finance organization KIVA and asked the

know how to do that.”

president and co-founder, Premel

While these connections can be nar-

Shaw, if he would speak to a gather-

row cast, like finding the right person and

ing of chief executives that Index

messaging him or her a single question,

was planning.
“Premel did what he should

Hoffman often taps the collective knowledge of his broader network. Recently, in a

do, which is to think, ‘I don’t

query on LinkedIn Answers, he asked: Other

know this guy,’ and say, ‘I can

than tax code and availability of technical

only do it if you fly me business

talent, what are the considerations I should

class and you donate $250,000

look at when opening a European head-

to KIVA.’ ” Hoffman said. “Danny

quarters? “We ended up in London, even

said, ‘I can’t do that.’ But he went on

creation and management of an online identity to the owner.
“The majority of people don’t understand, still, how to
take more rigorous control of their profile in a networked
world.” Hoffman said. “But for most people, the following line
of questioning works: ‘Do you Google other people?’ ‘Yes.’ ‘Do
you Google yourself?’ ‘Maybe.’ ‘So what do you do to put up the
best possible presence for when other people Google you?’ ”
he said. “Greater than half of the interesting opportunities
come to you rather than you looking for them.”
The digitally adept took to LinkedIn immediately. Indeed, for many of them, it was a transparent extension of the
way social networks have worked in Silicon Valley since the
days of Jobs and Woz in the garage, if not Hewlett and Packard. But, just as e-mail-enabled asynchronous messages transformed daily communication, LinkedIn expanded networking beyond the constraints of direct personal connection. Six
degrees of separation no longer applies.
“I don’t think there’s any question that LinkedIn has
completely transformed the way people think about communicating and connecting with each other,” said Sunil Paul, a
serial entrepreneur and founding partner of Spring Ventures,
a San Francisco-based fund that invests in and incubates
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clean energy companies. “It’s carved out a unique space in the
professional world, and it’s just a matter of time before it’s a
regular part of social interaction.”
And with more than 73 million users in 200 countries,
LinkedIn’s reach has spread far beyond the digerati of Silicon
Valley. It’s now the go-to site for people on both sides of the
job search-recruitment continuum, and developing an appropriate LinkedIn profile is a strategic priority for professionals
and companies alike. Help is as easy to come by as a copy of
LinkedIn for Dummies, which like most titles in that series is
actually very clear and concise, and there is “expert” advice
available at every scale and price level.
“I think LinkedIn is really all about making it so much
easier for connections to be made, not just between recruiters
and candidates but for potential candidates to look for potential employers, so it becomes more of a two-way street than
ever before,” said Suw Charman-Anderson, a London-based
social media consultant. “The ease changes the quality of candidate that you can find, but also the number of candidates
you can look through.”
Charman-Anderson said that while big companies like
I.B.M. are the most visible potential employers on LinkedIn,
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in t e r e s t i n g . . .
10 percent of families with children under 12
who charged holiday gifts in December were still
paying off those bills as of
the following October.
(Source: Consumer Reports)

try standards, protocols and technology.
Technical safeguards are important, but LinkedIn seems
to have benefited just as much from an unspoken etiquette
that colleagues say is very much an extension of Reid Hoffman.
“Social network services are like the founder’s brain on
servers,” said Joichi Ito, an activist Japanese entrepreneur and
chief executive of the Creative Commons. “Reid is focused on
utility and helping change the way people work and interact
in a productive way. Reid likes to have fun, but LinkedIn is
focused on providing utility and value. It can be fun to use,
but the function is to help you find the right contacts in your
network to get something done.”
One weakness of LinkedIn is that the site has been slow
to upgrade clunky functions and often adds potentially useful
new capabilities without informing its users. For example, the
company has a powerful application called Answers, which allows any registered user to query his or her network, or the
extended user base, with questions large and small. Hoffman
said he uses this feature almost every day, but you will search
in vain for it at linkedin.com. Instead, it is segregated off in
its own URL at linked.com/answers, for no apparent reason.
“What’s quite odd about LinkedIn is how slow to market
it can be at times,” Charman-Anderson said. “For ages, all you
could do was pull your blog pages in, and even that didn’t work
half the time. I’m just looking at the site right now, and there’s
a bunch of stuff I hadn’t been aware of. They’re actually quite
good at e-mailing you your updates, but quite poor about
spreading the word about new developments on the site.”
Hoffman said he is well aware of such issues, and though
he doesn’t talk in terms of cause and effect, they may have
played a role in his return to an operational role at LinkedIn
at the beginning of 2009, after the resignation of Dan Nye as
chief executive. Jeff Weiner, previously an executive in residence at Accel Partners and Greylock Partners, was named
chief executive of LinkedIn in June 2009, after joining the company as interim president in December 2008. Hoffman is now
executive chairman of LinkedIn, as well as a venture partner
at Greylock, where he spends one day a week. But he has said
he has no intention of taking over daily management again.
“I believe that you are only truly world class at things that
you’re deeply passionate about,” Hoffman said. “Other things,
you can be good, but not world class. What I’m passionate
about is, how do we improve these human ecosystems. I’m
not particularly passionate about building organizations. I’m
not fond of staff meetings. What’s fun for me is the insight
that I can suddenly make something better, whether it’s a
product, a business deal or a business model. That’s what I do:
I build, design and improve human ecosystems, through
technology, finance and entrepreneurship.”
Lawrence M. Fisher has written for The New York Times, Strategy + Business and many other publications. He is based in San Francisco.
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smaller firms have the most to gain because they could never
afford professional recruiting services. “From the point of view
of small businesses, LinkedIn is just the biggest godsend ever,”
she said. “Even if you’re a two-person or a 10-person firm, you
have access to 73 million people. It totally opens up your
reach without your having to spend a fortune on advertising.”
Two notable strengths of LinkedIn are that it has so far
avoided both the invasion-of-privacy issues that have dogged
Facebook and stayed remarkably free of the rude or just plain
random postings that plague nearly all online forums.
“LinkedIn has managed to find the right balance between
access and exclusivity,” said Paul Saffo, a technology forecaster
based in Silicon Valley, and consulting professor in the School
of Engineering at Stanford University. “It has maintained a
professional demeanor, and the way they manage adding contacts works very well. The signal-to-noise ratio is a lot more
favorable than most social media.”
LinkedIn’s mannerly behavior is in part by design, and
in part a reflection of its creators’ intent. LinkedIn is a licensee
of the TRUSTe Privacy Program and adheres to its key privacy
principles, including: never rent or sell personal information
to third parties for marketing purposes; never share contact
information with another user without consent; and declare
that any sensitive information will be secured with all indus-
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ULTIMATE
Executive Holiday Gift Guide
(continued from page 33)

J.A. Henkels Knives
Nothing says sharpening your leadership edge for
2011 like a set of handcrafted, premium cutlery
knives. This holiday consider the TWIN 1731 7-piece
knife block ($2,700) by Zwilling J.A. Henkels.

Four Seasons, Thailand
Nothing indicates “going off the grid” like a stay at
the Four Seasons Tented Camp in Golden Triangle,
Thailand (No. 1 on Condé Nast Traveler’s Gold List
2010). From hand-hammered copper bathtubs
and trekking excursions through bamboo forests
to elephant and riverboat outings, this luxury hotel
provides just what the doctor ordered for the roadweary executive. (Around 83,281 THB per night)

The Bugatti Veyron Super Sport
And after all the giving is complete, take a trip on
the autobahn in the world’s fastest production car,
topping out at 431 km/h, or 268 m.p.h. and available
for €1.3 million.

succession

1

when finding
the right ceo
is

job

#

Big iconic corporations

often struggle in times of
terrible business stress

with the need to quickly find a great new CEO. Choosing
the right approach and being prepared to implement it
is one of the most important responsibilities that the

board of a public company can have. How Ford landed
Alan Mulally is a case in point.

by john j.keller and dennis carey
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come the communication industry’s most ferocious
competitor. Verizon today can boast about having the
closest team to the 1927 New York Yankees in all of
telecom.
Other companies aren’t so prepared or prescient
as to have the CEO solution readily available in-house.
Whether struggling with a devastating economy or
rocked by scandal, these companies sometimes find
themselves having to scramble to find a new leader
from the outside. Such were the situations at Tyco
and WorldCom.
When faced with having to go external, the
CEO recruitment can take several forms. The
most common way is to seek the help of
a trusted third party, such as an executive search firm. A qualified recruiteradvisor can provide assurance that
the final decision is the right one
through independent investigation, assessment and external
referencing.
In the case of Ford, the search
process was somewhat unique and
hybrid — pardon the pun in these
green car days. Ford’s process
largely involved key directors and
an encouraging chairman — and, toward the end, an outside search advisor to conduct
referencing on the finalist candidate.
Ford’s recruitment of Alan Mulally is a textbook
case of world-class collaboration by seasoned directors,
all former CEOs, spearheaded by a passionate governance expert and board leader, Irvine O. Hockaday Jr.,
as well as a powerful, determined chairman, William
Clay Ford Jr.
It was Bill Ford’s die-in-the-ditch commitment to
rescuing his company as well as his family legacy that
especially and courageously saved the day for Ford and
ensured it a prosperous future under a new CEO.

Dire Straits
The Ford search story takes place in 2006. The road was
becoming increasingly treacherous for the American
auto industry. Ford’s two biggest competitors, GM and
Chrysler, were staring at potential bankruptcy, which
would end up occurring two years later. Bill Ford had
informally tried to reboot things on his own, even
sounding out other auto leaders to take Ford’s reins,
including reportedly Renault-Nissan’s fabled leader
Carlos Ghosn.
There was no way Bill Ford, or his directors led
by Hockaday, would allow Ford to run aground, let

Nip Rogers (all)

he scenarios that catalyze the need
to find a new CEO are always different, but the urgency is nearly always
the same. The new leader usually has to pick
up quickly from where the last one left off and
take the business forward without loss of momentum. That was the case when AT&T’s new
CEO, James E. Olson, suddenly died of cancer
in 1988 amidst the company’s emergence as
a scrappy competitor following its massive
breakup. AT&T had to rebuild as a new entity and fight
the likes of pugnacious MCI — and Robert E. Allen,
then the president and chief operating officer, kept
the mission going as Olson’s successor.
Sometimes the stakes are epic, and the new CEO
may have to take the business through a crushing crisis and turnaround, lest it vaporize à la Enron. Tyco
and WorldCom instantly come to mind as those that
avoided the euthanizing gas after finding outstanding
CEOs in Edward D. Breen and Michael D. Capellas,
respectively. Breen especially has driven a transformation that MBA students will learn from for years
to come.
Could Ford Motor Company find such a leader?
That was the challenge posed to its board several years
ago, and today most would say that it rose to the occasion in finding Alan Mulally. Ford was in decline and
facing irrelevance just as the global economy was
about to collapse and take major companies with it.
How out of all the great CEOs out there was Mulally
picked? How did Ford’s board know — indeed, a direct
descendant of Henry Ford among them! — that this
person would be the right choice?
It is the very question that boards and CEO
search committees are faced with every day. The
question becomes monumentally critical when a
search must be conducted in haste and under tremendous stress.
Some of the best companies have conditioned
themselves methodically to avoid the last-minute
succession crisis and mint their CEOs. These businesses have set up outstanding executive development programs, aimed at spotting great talent when
it enters the company, and which enable these future
leaders to rise with regularity and with the kind of
broadening competencies that define a superb CEO.
Think of the leaders that came from Jack Welch’s
game plan and education programs at GE, or Ivan G.
Seidenberg’s personal attention to executive development and advancement at Verizon. Seidenberg’s Verizon has become a focused, determined risk taker in
the past decade, throwing off its staid Bell ways to be-
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alone go bankrupt. Bill Ford decided to tough it out,
with an eye toward getting the company’s finances
sorted out and finding a new CEO. The board was in
full agreement.
Ford’s search had to be conducted quickly. The
most storied American automaker couldn’t afford any
hiccups during this extraordinary time in American
economic history. In identifying and hiring a new
CEO, Hockaday and his directors would have to hit the
bull’s eye on the first shot.
Fortunately for Ford, it had exceptional firepower
on its board. There was Hockaday, one of the most
seasoned senior executives and governance veterans
in corporate America. The former CEO who had built
Hallmark into a major consumer brand and multimedia powerhouse, Hockaday also is lead director at
Estée Lauder and until recently was the lead director
at Sprint Nextel. He is characteristically modest
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about his own contribution to bringing Mulally to
Ford, and points out that his search committee partners included John L. Thornton, former president
and co-COO of the Goldman Sachs Group, and Jorma
Ollila, the chairman and former CEO of Finnish cellphone giant Nokia.
The Ford board met in extraordinary session to
discuss the CEO project. They hashed out the issues
at Ford as well as the macroeconomic forces that were
buffeting the industry. There was Ford’s high cost
structure, its balance sheet challenges, and its distractions from numerous acquisitions, including Jaguar
and Volvo (pushed by erstwhile Ford CEO Jacques
Nasser). There were Ford’s ongoing union and pension cost challenges. There was the threat from formidable players such as Volkswagen Group, the Japan
Inc. contingent, and from lower-cost rivals such as
Korea’s Hyundai, which was surging spectacularly.
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Indeed, running Ford would require a samurai
of tremendous ability and stamina and who also had
a global view of the world and its challenges. The directors drew up a spec: The ideal candidate would be
a CEO-ready leader who was world-class in terms
of his/her life and career experience. Furthermore,
the candidate would have to be well-grounded in
complex manufacturing design and operations and
highly conversant in technology and its importance
in sophisticated equipment and products, such as today’s vehicles and those contemplated for the future,
including electric vehicles and hybrids.
Finally, the leader would have to be a confident,
passionate and indefatigable manager. Someone who
is tough, focused, and able to handle ambiguity and
any major challenge the world could throw at Ford,
including one as formidable as what was soon to become the worst economic meltdown since the Great
Depression. Ford’s turnaround would require a versatile athlete who could sprint and run the long-distance
race as well.
That was the spec, in any event. Then it was up to
the Ford directors to go out and find a match or as near
a match as possible.
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The directors drew a deep breath and looked
around at one another. This was going to be a tall order. No one manager could have all of this, but it
would be great to find one who had most of it. Should
they hire a search firm?
In fact, the board had discussed hiring a search
firm to be its full partner in the project and to conduct
a search, but this idea was put aside at least temporarily when Bill Ford commented that he had some of
the world’s great CEOs sitting around his boardroom
table. In addition to Hockaday, Thornton and Ollila,
there was Thornton’s former colleague, Robert Rubin,
who had been treasury secretary in the Clinton Administration and is a former chairman of Goldman and a
Citigroup director. (Ollila and Rubin have since left
the Ford board.)
“Bill Ford said, ‘You guys must have the best rolodexes on the planet; you should be able to get anyone
to come to the phone. Why not talk among yourselves
first and come up with some ideas,’ ” recalled Hockaday. “So that’s exactly what we did.”
The board quickly agreed on a search strategy
and formed a special committee to find the new CEO.
The search would be confidential and contained within

the walls of Ford for as long as possible, and it would
have to be done very quickly.

‘How About Alan?’
As Bill Ford had suggested, the directors discussed a
few people who were familiar to them. Then one of
the directors — probably Thornton, according to Hockaday — said, “How about Alan Mulally of Boeing?”
Alan Roger Mulally at first wouldn’t have occurred to everyone as a realistic candidate to run Ford.
Schooled in aeronautical engineering and possessing
a master’s degree in management as a Sloan fellow
from MIT’s Sloan School, Mulally made airplanes. He
had never worked in the auto industry. Nor had he
ever been a CEO of a public company. He was CEO of
Boeing’s highest-profile business, Boeing Commercial
Airplanes, and by most accounts should have been
given a shot at the top job of the overall company.
Yet incredibly, after a stellar career of devotion to
Boeing in which he produced fabulous, almost legendary, operating results, Mulally had been passed over
not once but twice for the top job — first in 2003 when
Phil Condit was forced out and again in 2005 when
Harry Stonecipher also was forced out. Somehow, Mulally, who had never dropped the ball and in fact had
kept Boeing in the lead against increasing odds, didn’t
cut the mustard for CEO, according to Boeing’s board.
(Very similarly, Motorola hadn’t rewarded Ed Breen’s
efforts with the CEO title, which made him eminently
available to take on Tyco, a role that will forever brand
him as one of the great CEOs for his fabled transformation of the scandalized giant.
Fortunately for Ford, Hockaday and his fellow directors were better informed about the true hero of
Boeing’s results than apparently Boeing’s own board.
The Ford directors saw the record — Aviation Week,
the industry’s bible, had named Mulally Individual of
the Year. The Ford directors quickly seized on their
knight, one who possessed most if not all of the qualities Ford was seeking in its next CEO. Indeed this was
the guy who awoke every morning with a dual mission
— build the best commercial aircraft in the world and
kill Airbus! Maybe he could refocus his energies on
doing the same to Ford’s rivals.

An Idealistic Doer
Mulally was succeeding despite incredible odds and
tough market and economic forces. He had been
largely credited with putting processes into Boeing
that kept it on top of the quality game in commercial
aviation. As an engineering and operations leader, he
had helped to shepherd such famous planes as the
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humped-top superstar of jumbo jets, the Boeing 747,
workhorses like the 727 and 737, and the newer jets
from the 757 through the 777. Mulally was passionate,
he drove hard on the job, and he was more demanding
of himself than he was of his managers. He led by example. People who had worked with Mulally knew
who was in charge. They found in him an earnest,
idealistic doer, who delivered what he promised and
who was reverential about quality, teamwork and
practicality.

In many ways Mulally was a throwback to the innocent, more confident days
of an America of endless possibilities,
where anyone with ambition could rise
and be successful.
The more they thought about it, the more excited they became about Mulally. Hadn’t Mulally
beaten back the major threat from Airbus — a company supported by the combined national wills and
financial sponsorship of two of Europe’s most powerful economies, Germany and France? Talk about global
know-how and leadership! Hadn’t Mulally focused
intensely on innovation and technology and improved
production quality and service? Hadn’t his personal,
tireless involvement and sense of mission returned
Boeing to top form globally?
Mulally even looked the part to run the most symbolic American car company. He dressed for battle
earnestly, wearing the simple uniform of a driven,
purposeful general manager — natural shoulder dark
suit, crisp button-down shirt, conservative tie, reddish
gray crewcut. He hit the office every day at 5 in the
morning and put in at least a dozen hours before
making it home to the family for dinner. He seemed
totally at peace with his style of leadership, eminently
comfortable in his own skin. The kind of hero John
Wayne used to project.
In many ways Mulally was a throwback to the
innocent, more confident days of an America of endless possibilities, where anyone with ambition could
rise and be successful. Born in Oakland, Calif., he
looked more American and fresh-faced than even that
1950s TV icon, little Opie Taylor of Mayberry. Mulally
looked like and had become what many of us probably
imagined the clever son of fictional Mayberry’s sheriff would turn out to be.
“Hmmmm,” thought Hockaday and his fellow
directors on the committee. “Alan Mulally.”
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The Ford directors had been under intense pressure — they weren’t just finding a leader for a big multinational corporation. They were searching for the
CEO of the company founded by Henry Ford and
headed by his great-grandson, who counted none
other than the late tire magnate Harvey Firestone as
his other great-grandfather. As a Hollywood producer
might put it, the Ford legacy was huge. Ford was a
business that helped lead America into the Industrial
Age and made the United States a world power. Ford
had invented assembly-line manufacturing, an absolutely essential factor in making America prosperous

Could a guy who had never run a
car company ever be able to handle the
complexity of Ford and its business? “An
automobile has about 10,000 moving parts
[while] an airplane has two million,” replied the new Ford boss and former Boeing
engineer. “And it has to stay up in the air.”
as a mass producer and able to supply the materiel
that helped win two world wars.
Hockaday and his fellow directors were nothing
less than the guarantors of the famous name on the
blue oval — a brand that had fired the imaginations of
millions, moving beyond its cookie-cutter Model T
heritage to produce sleek transportation for the ages:
long, beautiful Lincolns, iconic masterpieces such as
the Mustang for which the term “pony car” was coined,
the Thunderbird, and the impossibly fast Ford GT40
race car, which all but buried Ferrari and Porsche four
years in a row in the 24-hour marathons at LeMans
in the 1960’s.

Ingredients for the Future
Hockaday and the committee were convinced that
their company needed Mulally-style passion, work
ethic, sense of destiny, and tough team coaching to
save the business and return it to glory.
Bill Ford felt so, too. Ford told Hockaday that the
company and the family legacy meant so much to him
that if the candidate made the additional title of chairman an absolute requirement for taking the job, “he
would step out of the role immediately to make it happen,” Hockaday said. “Just imagine Bill Ford offering
that. How many CEOs today would have such guts. It
took courage for Bill. But he felt all along that the company was more important than him or his pride. I felt
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at that moment such personal pride to be working
with Bill Ford as the chairman and to be on that board.”
It was decided that Mulally was the primary target and that Hockaday and fellow director John Thornton would approach the Boeing executive. But first
they had to come up with a plan for reaching out and
gauging Mulally’s potential interest. “I knew Gordon
Bethune [the former chairman and CEO of Continental Airlines], from the Sprint board,” Hockaday noted.
“I figured Gordon must know Alan pretty well since
as chairman of Continental he was a customer of
Alan’s, and sure enough, Gordon did know him. So
that’s how we got to Alan.”
It didn’t turn out to be a protracted negotiation,
but the recruitment had its moments. Hockaday and
Thornton found an intrigued candidate in Mulally. The
Boeing leader had been watching Ford and found the
company’s challenge compelling and the CEO role enticing, recalled Hockaday. At one point in the discussion, Hockaday and Thornton told Mulally that if the
additional title of chairman was important, they would
gladly consider it to make a deal happen. They told Mulally that Bill Ford himself had told them that he would
step aside and give up the title to make it happen.
Mulally was impressed by Bill Ford’s selfless offer,
but ever practical, he wouldn’t hear of it. “Alan dismissed it out of hand,” Hockaday recalled. “He said he
respected Bill’s offer and the reasons behind it, but
would consider accepting the Ford CEO position only
if we would guarantee upfront that Bill Ford would
remain as chairman. Alan said, ‘Look, that is very
thoughtful of Bill, but I need him. There will be a lot
to get done at Ford, and I want his experience and
knowledge of the business right by my side.’ ”
Mulally had been with Boeing 37 years, and he
and his wife, Nicki, had made a nice life in Seattle.
But the importance of the challenge made the move
to Ford irresistible to Mulally in the end, as did his
personal belief in a green future and the major role
that Ford had played in the development of transportation employing alternative energy.

Loose Ends
Still, there were some loose ends to tie up. These included Mulally’s start date and exit plan from Boeing,
as well as his new compensation at Ford, tied of course
mostly to improved company performance. For validation of its selection, Hockaday’s committee used a
CEO recruiter to conduct final referencing, which
confirmed that their decision to make Mulally Ford’s
new boss was indeed the right one. (The recruiter,
Dennis Carey, is co-author of this article.)
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Today, Mulally’s Ford 2.0 is a remarkable reboot.
Enabled by a devoted board and encouraged by a determined chairman, Mulally is executing a winning
and focused strategic plan. From the start, Mulally
grabbed the wheel, providing classic lessons in how
to take charge and implement change. He moved his
and Nicki’s home with unbridled enthusiasm to
within a few minutes of Ford’s headquarters in Dearborn, Mich. He has managed Ford with the cold-eyed
discipline and precision of a skilled surgeon. His
guidance of Ford is marked by weekly reviews of the
business with his managers. True to form, Mulally,
now 65, still works a 12-hour day, arriving at the office
without fail at 5:15 a.m. And he has done this mostly
seven days a week since joining Ford.
This CEO’s sleeves are rolled up. By most accounts,
the team is inspired by his zest for the role, and they
have been re-energized by Mulally as winners. Mulally
refocused Ford on the blue oval brand and quality. He
took on a $24 billion loan that benefited Ford by enabling the company to finance a beautifully refreshed
product line, by engaging better with its dealers
(whom Mulally insists on treating as full partners),
and by keeping Ford’s green strategy on track with a
highly competitive line of hybrid vehicles.
Ford lately has surpassed GM as the No. 1 U.S.
automaker. GM and Chrysler ended up declaring
bankruptcy when the global economy nose-dived
two years after Mulally took the helm at Ford. His
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U.S. rivals took government funds to lubricate their
turnaround efforts. Not Ford. Mulally brushed off a
government infusion, choosing instead to manage
Ford out of its mess the old-fashioned way: through
a combination of hard work, good strategy and intense financial discipline.
Given Ford’s turnaround, it is amusing to recall
the skepticism that greeted Mulally’s hiring. Could a
guy who had never run a car company or even worked
in the auto industry ever be able to handle the complexity of Ford and its business?
“An automobile has about 10,000 moving parts
[while] an airplane has two million,” replied the new
Ford boss and former Boeing engineer. “And it has to
stay up in the air.”
It was an engineer’s rational response and Alan
Mulally’s typically polite way of saying, “Of course.”
His directors at Ford couldn’t have said it better.
“Just look at the results,” said Hockaday.

John J. Keller is a senior partner and recruiter of CEOs and
board directors for Korn/Ferry International and a former senior editor and writer of The Wall Street Journal. Dennis Carey
is vice chairman of Korn/Ferry International and specializes
in the recruitment of CEOs and corporate directors. While at
another firm, Carey was involved in the search described in
this article. He is lead author of “CEO Succession: A Window
on How Boards Can Get It Right When Choosing a New Chief
Executive” (Oxford University Press).
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uhtar Kent, chairman and CEO of The Coca-Cola Company,
a dmits that from about 1999 to 2005, the
company lost its way.

The trouble was that Coca-Cola, which possesses some of the world’s most valuable and iconic

nonalcoholic beverage brands, became arrogant and inflexible, says Kent. Its culture changed. In

1999, after 20 years of senior-level service with the company in the United States, Europe, Turkey
and central Asia, Kent left Coca-Cola to become president and CEO of publicly traded Efes Beverage

Adam Komich

Group, the majority shareholder of the Turkish bottler Coca-Cola Icecek. At Efes, Kent adopted an
entrepreneurial approach and increased revenue by 250 percent. In 2004, Neville Isdell, a retired
Coca-Cola CEO and chairman, came back to the company in an effort to repair the company’s
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culture and restore its growth. A year later, he brought Kent
back to run the company’s North Asia, Eurasia and Middle East
Group. Kent’s geographical responsibilities included China,
Japan and Russia. In 2006, Kent was appointed president and
chief operating officer of the company. In 2008, he became
CEO, and in 2009, he became chairman and CEO.
An enthusiastic, high-energy, hands-on manager, Kent,
as CEO, set as his first task to change the company’s culture
from inward-looking to one in which connecting with the outside world was valued highly. He did it, in part, by example,
visiting the companies’ major and minor markets, meeting
customers and even being invited into their homes. With Isdell, he also brought a greater sense of social responsibility to
the company, with serious efforts aimed at making the company more sustainable and long-term oriented. Kent spoke
with Joel Kurtzman, editor in chief of Briefings on Talent &
Leadership, about changing the culture at Coca-Cola and about
the company’s new momentum. The discussion took place at
the company’s corporate offices in Atlanta, Ga.

don’t stay ahead of the needs of the consumer, if you can’t
ensure that you can have innovation without detracting from
the heritage that inspires, and if you can’t get invited into your
customers’ daily lives, then you cannot succeed.
The Coca-Cola Company has more brands than just Coke.

Kent: We have 14 brands that are $1 billion brands or more. We
connect with consumers 1.6 billion times per day. And we all
get paid from the point at which the money actually changes
hands. We get paid when the store owner takes in that $1 when
a bottle gets sold. The store owner gets paid from that $1, the
distributor, or the bottler, the advertising agency gets paid from
that $1, the person in a company that supplies the labels, the
truck manufacturer who supplies the red delivery trucks, the
cooler manufacturers, the vending-machine manufacturers
— we all get paid from that $1. So, from a brand and a business
perspective, you must understand the dynamics of how that
$1 changes hands and goes from someone’s pocket to the store
owner. The more you are removed from that point, the more
you will be removed from the future of your business.

Briefings: How did you begin your career at The Coca-Cola Company?

Kent: I started on a truck, moving cases into stores. I worked
in Boston and Lubbock, Tex. I did that for about nine months.
And you know what? To this day, that’s what I love about the
business — going into the marketplace and meeting people. I
get my senior leaders into the marketplace all the time. We go
into stores, we go into homes, we talk to consumers. I visited
homes in China a little while ago. In those homes, I talked to
daughters and sons — they all were one-child families — and I
talked to mothers and fathers. I talked about their lives — what
interests them? What’s on their minds? And how they lived.
Did they eat out? How many times a week? When did they go
out? How often? I learned that often, one child stays with a
grandmother or grandfather or another relative who lives
closer to school because it can take so long to get to school
from their own home. I think it’s really important to talk to
consumers, to understand them and to understand the lives
they lead. You have to do that when you’re the steward of a
brand like Coca-Cola. I learned that very early on.
What does it mean to be the steward of such a recognizable brand
as Coca-Cola?

Kent: In very simple terms, I say a brand is a promise. A good
brand is a promise kept. That is the way I think about our
business and our brands. But it’s also about heritage. May 8,
2010, was our 124th birthday. We call it Founder’s Day. A birthday like that gives you an understanding of the company’s
tremendous heritage and that you have to protect the heritage,
and you have to nurture it. You even have to caress it, in a way.
But celebrating that birthday also gives you a clear understanding that the company has to evolve, and that it has to evolve
because the consumer is evolving. If you don’t evolve and you
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You left Coca-Cola for a while and then came back. What did you
learn during your absence from the company?

Kent: Having had an experience as a bottler, which I was, is
something that gives you a completely different perspective
on things. Having an experience as an entrepreneur, which I
also was, gives you a completely different perspective of things
too. That perspective is about the fact that you need to treat
every single resource that the company has as if it was your
own, and treat each of them with tremendous respect. You also
learn to respect cash when you work for a smaller company,
and that it’s important that you do small things like turn off
your lights when you leave, because you turn off your lights
at your home when you leave. But many people don’t think of
turning off the lights when they leave their office at work when
they work for a big company. When you are working for a
smaller company, when you’re an entrepreneur, you learn to
respect cash, respect the world outside your office, respect the
marketplace, respect that at the end of the month, you’ve got
to have sufficient cash to pay the salaries. When you do that,
you learn to respect managing a proper balance sheet because
in big corporations, people never see or touch money. Things
get paid for — plane tickets, and so on. That’s why one of the
things that I said to my CFO when I first came in was, “Let’s
convert the company to cash for one week. Everything gets
paid by cash.” I said, “Somebody should go to Delta Airlines
with a bagful of money. Someone should go to AT&T with cash
to pay for the telephones.”
Did you ever do that?

Kent: Yes. We did a small version during a meeting for our
business-unit presidents.

The Korn/Ferry Institute

So, is thinking like entrepreneurs
part of your vision for the company?

Kent: Absolutely.
It is no secret that Coca-Cola
seemed to have lost its way over
the last few years, until you and
your predecessor, Neville Isdell,
came back to the company. What
are you doing to recapture the company’s momentum?
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Kent: The culture that we have
been trying to reinstall at The
Coca-Cola Company since 2005,
when Neville came back, and then
when I came back a year later, is what
I call a culture of connecting. So
what we are doing now is creating
a culture where everyone likes, or
even loves, being connected to the
outside world beyond our offices. Before 2005, we had 80 percent of our
meetings inside. They were internally
focused meetings. They were about us.
Now, maybe 10 percent of our meetings
are internally focused and 90 percent are
meetings that we have about external
things. You see, when I came back to the
company, I was in charge of Asia. The first
thing I did was to go to every single country
that I had, and I had 39 countries, and make a
tour. I went out to the market. It took me several weeks. Back then, most of the time, our people didn’t know the names of our biggest
customers. I would say to them, “Let’s go see our
customers.” They didn’t know them. They didn’t
know how to drive there. They had become that
detached. But the only thing we can do to generate value is meet people on the outside, our stakeholders, whoever they are, whether they’re
governments, NGOs, whether they’re customers,
or bottlers, whether they’re store owners,
whether they’re distributors. Meeting with
them, our key stakeholders, learning from them,
listening to them, is how we create value. But you
know? Simply understanding them is not enough.
You have to like meeting with them and getting
to know them. We are an externally focused business. We may be the most externally focused of all
the businesses in the world, because there is no
other business anywhere that connects with its consumers 1.6 billion times a day.
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What are some of the things you are doing to change the culture at
The Coca-Cola Company and reconnect with the outside?

Kent: Leading by example. I’m out in the market once a week.
I go into the market, I go visit stores. I do it, and my operating
team does it too. I do it and I like doing it and, you know, they
like it too. All the people that run the business go into the market. They understand that we are all ambassadors. In fact, we
are working to create 700,000 ambassadors around the world
for our business and for our brands because 700,000 people
work for the Coca-Cola system — bottlers, distributors and so
on. We are one of the largest private employers on the globe.
Your message of connecting to the market, is that a global message?

Kent: Totally global. We have what we call “Vision 2020,”
which is our strategy for reconnecting with the marketplace,
and it has components to it. It’s got all our stakeholders in it.
In Vision 2020, which goes to the year 2020, we obviously
have a component about our portfolio of brands, about our
people and getting them to lead, about our partners, which
includes our suppliers and all our customers, too. It also
includes productivity, and we have profits in it too, because
that creates value for shareholders, and we’ve got the
planet in it, which pertains to our sustainability efforts. Each of those begins with a P, so we have six P’s.
Some of the goals that go with Vision 2020 are
very concrete — to more than double our system
revenue by 2020, to double our servings from 1.6 to
3 billion per day and to get our people to reconnect
with the marketplace. But let me add one more
thing regarding people. It’s very important to get
our people to believe in the future. I say that because one of the most important things in life
and in business is knowing — or sensing —
that there is something good around the
corner. Not believing in the future belongs to the fainthearted, to those who
lack courage. If you want to fail, you
can for sure start by not believing
in the future. That will assure
that you fail.
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Do you think leaders have to
convey a sense of optimism?

Kent: Yes. But the right
kind of optimism, not
something that is fluff.
You’ve got to be able to
articulate that there is
a good future ahead,
and the articulation
has to be simple.
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How else did you approach changing the culture and reconnecting?

How do you personally connect with the outside, with the market-

Kent: We started with stabilization, bringing back our culture
of winning, bringing back the culture of The Coca-Cola Company. Part of it we did by bringing in some new people, part of
it we did with existing people and part of it we did by creating
a structure that works. For example, we brought bottlers back
into the equation, because bottlers have tremendous insights
into our business. A lot of good ideas come from bottlers
because they’re in the market all the time, working. We created our systemwide vision, which I mentioned, which we
launched in Florida with our bottlers in 2008. In 2009, we
really started executing against our vision, and now, into the
new decade, we have a vision that is simple, understood by
everyone, endorsed and executed as we speak.

place and with your stakeholders?

your Vision 2020 change program and vision endorsed and executed?

Kent: We did it through the leaders in the company, in this
case, our top 300 or so leaders. That’s how we started, with the
top 300 people in the company and by getting them into a
room, for about three days of intense discussions. Then, when
everybody went away, they thought a great deal about those
meetings and what we discussed. Then, we brought everyone
back again in about four months’ time, to have the same discussion again and to start putting a framework into place. To
convey what the framework is about, we used every mechanism of electronic media so we could get the top people to
really impact their followers, and then get their
followers to impact others. Then, we had
meetings on every single continent —
huge meetings — where we talked about
stabilization, about what we called our
“manifesto,” about rolling out our
new framework. And then we led
by example. Everywhere I went, I
had town hall meetings. We had
them with the bottlers, and they
would assist us. Here, in Atlanta,
we had a town hall about once every two months. And we broadcast the town hall meetings
around the world. And we
always made the point
that the most important thing was to be
out — to connect
with the marketplace, with people,
with customers. Since
I rejoined the company, I
have been traveling an average of 250
days a year.
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How do you get people on board with your vision of the future?

Kent: I like to articulate our vision for the future in simple
terms. I say that between now and 2020, one billion new people are going to become part of the middle class around the
world. One billion new people will have a lifestyle that is
more similar to the Western lifestyle, because they’ll be in the
middle class. They’ll need the same things, they’ll want the
same things. They’ll want mobility, they will want entertainment, they will want connectivity, they will want brands. And
they will want the value they get from the brands. And then I
say, “That’s why our business has such great potential, and
that’s why we are confident that we will be able to achieve our
very bold Vision 2020 objectives for growth.”
How quickly has the company embraced these changes?

Kent: I think it’s kind of a gradual process and, of course, the
numbers have to follow. But given how difficult 2009 was for
everyone, everywhere, because of the recession, and given the
fact that we were still able to achieve our long-term growth
objectives and gain market share and that we continued to invest in our brands, I would say we have been coming out of
the economic tunnel stronger than we entered it. What that says is that people
understand the vision and that there’s
traction for it. I mean, look, none of
this happens by accident. If you have
a great vision, a winning culture,
great people and a strong belief in
yourself and in your future, you will
succeed. But let me stress, you need to
have ways of measuring your success, and the fact that in 2009,
we were again selected as
one of the top 10 most admired companies in the
world, according to Fortune
magazine, says something.
It was the first time we
were back in the top 10
since 1999. I think that
says that the things we
are doing are getting
noticed.

Adam Komich

Unfortunately, many change programs fail. What did you do to get

Kent: I typically visit several of our top 20 countries at least
once a year, but I also visit smaller places, like Morocco or Indonesia or Vietnam. I go around to see that the people running
the businesses there run them the same way I would run
them. That’s the best overall test — to see how the businesses
are actually being run. You have to go outside to see that.

You’ve talked about sustainability at forums around the world.

company’s slow drift away from excellence and get people refocused

What does that mean at Coca-Cola?

on the future?

Kent: Something Neville and I did very quickly was to help
people understand that you can only really do well by doing
good, and that both are about connecting meaningfully to
people, communities and societies around the world, and to
do it in sustainable terms. Once we started stabilizing, we
could go back to the needs hierarchy. Once we were able to
put a real compelling vision together, then we could get the
entire organization to also understand sustainability, and we
could put some big stakes in the ground around that. So, one
of the things I said is that we have to be more resource neutral
by 2020. We decided to put a stake in the ground. The CocaCola Company uses a huge amount of water; can we be waterneutral around the world? That’s a big stake in the ground.
That meant we needed to develop innovative recycling programs. One innovation we launched is a bottle made partly
from plant material. This bottle was a complete innovation in
the world of drinks. The bottle is made from 30 percent sugar
cane as opposed to most others, which are made of 100 percent
PT resins from fossil fuels. Also, we have made a commitment
to move to HFC-free cooling equipment around the world.
We also committed to energy-saving devices and to a carbonfootprint reduction program. And, we committed to connecting with communities around the world, like in Africa, by
creating 20,000-plus entrepreneurial jobs, totally separate
from what Coca-Cola as a system already provides in Africa,
which is another 100,000 jobs. All of these efforts are about
making us part of a meaningful sustainable community and
helping to create sustainable communities round the world.
It’s about having a sustainable business, and it is starting to
get traction.
You see, our business is different from any other business in that we serve customers in 206 markets around the
world, and we manufacture and distribute and produce there.
No other business has that kind of reach. Our business is not
about putting goods into a container and taking it down to
the Port of Savannah, and shipping that container to Gabon
and saying, “Goodbye.” That’s not how you get to the consumers. That’s not how we conduct our business. Our business is
truly global and truly local at the same time. Our business is
going to a place like Gabon, unpacking our bags and staying
there forever like we’ve done in each of our 206 markets. Our
business is about working with local partners for the long
term, with local bottlers, who are part of our system and fully
engaged with us, and who distribute our products in red
trucks, and who have red factories and who have people who
wear red Coca-Cola shirts.

Kent: Neville did a great job as the leader of the company when
I came back and when I was running operations as chief operating officer. Neville did the first part of stabilizing things. I
mean, you have to stop going down before you can go up. That’s
very important to remember. We needed stabilization and repair because we had all sorts of problems. We had diversity
court cases, we had European Union competition issues, all
sorts of problems, including nonperformance issues. We had
to deal with them all. But you can’t really talk about the future
until you stabilize things. It’s a simple hierarchy of needs; you
need oxygen before food.
What problems do you foresee that might derail the progress you
have made?

Kent: If you ask me today, as the leader of the company and the
steward of its brands, what worries me the most, I would say
one word, “arrogance.” Thinking we are infallible and also becoming, along with that, inflexible. These are recipes for disaster. You know, when you work for a company like Coca-Cola,
everyone knows what the company does. In 32 years with the
company, no one anywhere in the world has ever asked me
what Coca-Cola does. So, arrogance is what worries me the most.

in t e r e s t i n g . . .

GIFT GIVING AT THE OFFICE
When asked who is the hardest person
in their company to buy a holiday gift
for, employees said:
Boss
50%
Assistant 20%

Subordinate
18%
Colleague/Peer 12%

Source: The Korn/Ferry Institute, 2009

I notice you are wearing a red shirt.

Kent: Yes. And I often wear a red tie as well.
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It does. It also sounds as if you feel you were able to reverse the

The Korn/Ferry Institute
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Amusing
Ourselves
to Death
Nicholas Carr’s latest book
is a sobering look into
our evolving digital mind

E

arlier this year, in a commencement address at Hampton University in Virginia, President Obama
warned that the proliferation of information and social media on the
Internet threatens to become “a distraction, a diversion, a form of entertainment rather than a tool of empowerment.” Those who criticized
his sentiments as unprogressive
missed the point. The president was
not questioning the medium but
rather the mind-set it imposes.
Nicholas Carr’s latest book, “The
Shallows: What the Internet Is Doing
to Our Brains” (W.W. Norton & Company, June 2010), is an elegant argument for the validity of that concern.
Carr contends we have struck a Faustian bargain: in exchange for the Internet’s increased volume, democratized production and easy access to
information, we have sacrificed “the
acuity of our linear, calm, focused
and undistracted thought processes.”
He continues: “Those processes are
being pushed aside by a new digital
mind that wants and needs to take
in and dole out information in short,
disjointed, often overlapping bursts
— and the faster the better. Never has
there been a medium that, like the
Net, has been programmed to so
widely scatter our attention and to
do it so insistently.”
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Carr is no Luddite. In fact, he
could easily be described as a power
user of the Internet, with his Web
site, blog, prodigious e-mail habit
and admitted fascination with many
of the wonders of the cyber-world.
Nor is his book a jeremiad: it is expansive, scholarly and scrupulously
fair. The reader is continually allowed
— almost invited — to disagree. But
his argument is nonetheless a persuasive clarion call.
Every one of the technologies
that have extended man’s intellect —
including the clock, the map and the
book — has imposed by its very nature a new intellectual ethic, a habit
of mind, upon its users, says Carr.
The inventions of the map and the
clock each placed a new emphasis on
measurement and abstraction, setting the stage for the flourishing of
man’s scientific mind. The book disengaged readers from the external
flow of passing stimuli and ushered
in the ethic of quiet, solitary thought
as a means to self-awareness, originality and creativity.
Having subsumed most of our
other intellectual technologies with
breathtaking rapidity and irresistible

force, the Internet has imposed a
new and, in Carr’s view, troubling
habit of mind: “In the choices we
have made, consciously or not, about
how we use our computers, we have
rejected the intellectual tradition of
solitary, single-minded concentration that the book bestowed upon us.
We have cast our lot with the juggler.”
The Internet’s welter of incoming stimuli — e-mail messages, instant messages, text messages, tweets,
social network alerts — all demand
of the user at least momentary interruption and evaluation. Studies show
that every time we “juggle” — shift
our attention, no matter how briefly
— it is more likely that we will overlook or misinterpret important information, Carr writes. Juggling also
severely hampers our ability to transfer information from working memory into long-term memory and
weave it into conceptual schemas,
a process that essentially defines our
intelligence.
What is more, modern neuroscience tells us that our brains are
extremely plastic: our actions, our
thoughts, even our imaginings actually impose physical changes on our
wiring, and they do so surprisingly
quickly. So the more time that we
spend scanning Web pages instead
of reading deeply, exchanging fragmented messages instead of structuring sentences and paragraphs or
hopping from link to link instead of
reflecting thoughtfully, the faster our
old circuits begin to wither. That is
why you may have noticed you are
having a harder and harder time concentrating even when not online.
“In the survival of the busiest,
the mental functions that are losing
the brain cell battle are those we use
for traversing lengthy narrative,
developing involved arguments or
contemplating complex phenom-
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ena,” writes Carr. “The winners are
those functions that help us speedily
locate, categorize and assess — on a
relatively superficial level — bits of
information in various forms.”
As this has happened, Carr notes,
content companies have parsed their
products into ever tinier, flashier and
less substantive bits to fit the short
attention spans of online consumers
as well as to raise their companies’
profiles on search engines. Even as
books are increasingly being published in digital formats, they are
becoming more like the rest of the
content on the Internet — “dissected,
digestible and integrated with distracting complementary sources of
information.”
In Carr’s view, the intellectual
ethos of the Internet is exemplified
and has been largely created by the
search giant Google. In Google’s philosophy, says Carr, information is a
commodity to be mined and processed with industrial efficiency;
intelligence is just the mechanized
aggregate of information, the output
of a series of discrete steps that can
be isolated, measured and optimized
using a massive number of tiny behavioral inputs — or clicks. That philosophy also happens to serve well a
business model in which advertisers
pay by the click.
“Google is quite literally in the
business of distraction, constantly inundating us with information supposedly ‘of immediate interest to us’
in quantities well beyond what our
brains can handle,” writes Carr. “The
strip mining of relevant content replaces the slow excavation of meaning.” What is more, since search engine algorithms tend to serve up
results that amplify popularity and
reinforce consensus, scholarship and
intellectual discovery are becoming
merely exercises in the purveyance

of conventional wisdom. In our
omnivorous pursuit of information
morsels, we are becoming little more
than ants following algorithmic scent
trails laid out by others.
Whether we like it or not, this
ethic now defines the world, and our
adaptations to it are inevitable. Carr
acknowledges as much: “The seductions of technology are hard to resist,
and in our age of instant information the benefits of speed and efficiency can seem unalloyed.”
Still, in many ways, the siren
song of quick, ubiquitous information has begun to sound more like
the cheap, incessant hustle of a carnival barker. “The Shallows” is an
eminently reasonable and welcome
plea to slow down — as individuals
and as a society — and take a moment
to think about that. “I continue to
hold out hope that we won’t go gently into the future our computer en-

THEY SURE HAVE STUCK AROUND!
2010 marks the 30th anniversary of every
one’s favorite office supply, the Post-it®
Note. It was invented by accident when a
chemist discovered a unique adhesive that
would not only stick to surfaces but also
could be repositioned repeatedly.
Source: Post-it® Brand, 2010

gineers and software programmers
are scripting for us,” writes Carr. For
him, it is not technology but the lack
of mindfulness that is the enemy.

Making
Boards Work
John Gillespie and David
Zweig put corporate governance under the microscope.

T

Hal Mayforth

interesting...

he authors of “Money for
Nothing,” John Gillespie and David
Zweig, do not come up with a silver
bullet for ending the problems that
plague corporate boards. But their
comprehensive analysis of the problems provides an invaluable framework for assessing the efficacy of any
proposed solutions. And their litany
of examples of boards’ abdication
of responsibility and the disastrous
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consequences can fuel the sustained
outrage that will be necessary to bring
about change.
To read “Money for Nothing” is
to be filled with fury and indignation
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at the enmeshed, co-opted boards that
have given free rein to errant CEOs
and that have been major contributors to the economic crisis in general
and to the demise of some of the country’s largest corporations. Reading
the book is also to be persuaded that
nothing short of wholesale revamping of the corporate governance system will suffice to put a stop to the
deplorable state of affairs. The authors
vividly depict, with numerous examples, how board members and CEOs
maintain mutual back-scratching
relationships, how board members
escape all accountability, how management and boards make a sham
of shareholder rights and how the
conflict-ridden lawyers, compensation consultants, accountants and
rating agencies that are supposed
to provide objective information
often fail to do so.
But the authors do not recommend throwing out corporate boards.
For all the problems with boards that
they describe, the authors conclude
that there is no alternative. While this
is disappointing, the authors are instructive on how to deal with that
reality.
Probably the highest profile issue they shed light on is executive
compensation. Like many others, including the Senate in its financial re-

interesting...
BYE BYE,
BUSINESS CLASS
66 percent of companies
have reduced premiumclass air travel, and only 9
percent allow employees to
upgrade to first or business
class on domestic flights.
Source: National Business Travel
Association and Egencia, 2010
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form proposals, the authors suggest
giving shareholders a voice in setting
executive pay — the so-called “say on
pay.” But such a shareholder vote on
compensation would be advisory,
even though they provide numerous
examples of how even the most
strenuous and well-financed shareholder initiatives have been flouted
by corporate boards. These examples
lead the authors themselves to conclude that “shareholder lawsuits and
the opportunity to let off steam at
annual meetings aren’t likely to bring
about much change.” It is hard, therefore, to imagine that an advisory vote
on compensation would have much
influence.
The authors do insert a few
baby teeth into the standard “say on
pay” proposal, suggesting that if
shareholders’ advisory votes are ignored three years in a row, then pay
packages should be reduced by a
“meaningful percentage” established
by corporate bylaws. This seems like
painfully slow recourse for exorbitant pay packages.
The authors also make clear that
excessive pay, while hurtful in itself,
is part of a larger problem: corporate
boards are giving CEOs carte blanche.
One of the book’s major contributions is demonstrating the total lack
of independence of boards from

their CEOs and the havoc this wreaks.
While say on pay could be helpful,
many other reforms are required to
get at the overarching problem. These
reforms include: appointment of
superdirectors by people or entities
outside the company; greater diversity on boards; term limits on independent directors; independent
board communications with shareholders; splitting the chairman and
CEO roles; independent gathering of
information; and requiring board
candidates to disclose relationships
with management.
It is hard to argue with the authors’ conclusion that “no one can
reasonably expect a person to oversee himself or herself.” They add
that the requirement to separate the
CEO’s and chairman’s roles must
become law and not simply be a voluntary corporate bylaw. Otherwise,
CEOs who are not also chairmen will
feel diminished in comparison to
their peers.
The authors also provide valuable perspective on two other frequently mentioned reform measures
— proxy access and majority voting.
The authors do not include majority
voting as one of their recommendations. Instead, they recommend that
voting processes be reformed to “end
manipulation by management.” They
point out that corporate executives
can “strong-arm conflicted institutional investors” in order to pull out
close votes and they can engineer
double counting through margin
lending, short sales and derivatives,
or simply through bad record keeping. Clearly, reforms would have to
occur to prevent these abuses before
majority voting could have any
impact.
With respect to giving shareholders the ability to nominate directors — a proposal that has been
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made by the Securities and Exchange
Commission — the authors say this
would be a powerful reform if there
were minimum ownership requirements for those making nominations. And, they add, there must be
holding requirements for stock after
the election and regulations to prevent hedge funds and others from
controlling votes without actually
being owners.
While Gillespie and Zweig do a

great service by illuminating the
scope of the problems of corporate
boards and the limitations of proposed solutions, they do not address
the larger issue of the corporation’s
role in society and the implications
of how that role is defined for the
responsibilities of the board. In a
recent article on corporate compensation, for example, the Harvard Business School professors Jay Lorsch and
Rakesh Khurana observe that as re-

cently as the ’60s and ’70s, it was
generally accepted that the responsibility of the corporation was to multiple stakeholders, including their
local communities and the wider society. That changed to the narrower
definition of sole responsibility to
shareholders. If, as they suggest, the
older definition were restored, this
could have a significant impact on
boards’ contributions to good cor
porate governance.

Guller went on not only to survive the incident minus his eventually amputated arm, but also to overcome despair and depression to lead
a team of disabled climbers to the
summit of Mount Everest. Now retired as a climber, he spends his time
as a motivational speaker, impressing
upon his audiences what vast reservoirs of indomitability can reside in
the human spirit.
Guller’s is one of 10 profiles of
redemption forged through adversity
that form the core of David Heenan’s
latest book, “Bright Triumphs from

Dark Hours” (University of Hawaii
Press, November 2009). When he
was a senior executive with Citigroup, Heenan closely observed how
colleagues reacted very differently to
the “organizational quicksand” that
engulfed one particular division of
the company. He was intrigued by
how some people can be defeated by
personal disaster and overwhelming
challenges while others seem to be
elevated by them. His curiosity led
him to eventually write this book,
which examines the lives of people
who have persevered spectacularly
and attempts to draw lessons from
their stories.
The exercise, Heenan believes,
is particularly pertinent to the current social and business environments. “Life isn’t getting any easier,”
he writes. “We are seeing more and
more instances where talented people — quite often for reasons beyond
their control — seem destined to fail.
There is a significant decline in the
ability or willingness of gifted men
and women to tackle life’s most difficult challenges.”
At first blush, there seem to be
few if any real common denominators among either the personalities
or situations of the people Heenan

Sweet
Adversity
David Heenan’s “Bright
Triumphs from Dark Hours”
offers raw inspiration for
tough times

I

n 1986, 20-year-old Gary Guller
and two friends — all experienced
climbers — were just 100 feet from
the summit of Pico de Orizaba, the
highest peak in Mexico, when disaster struck. The climber in the lead
position lost his balance and fell,
whiplashing all three men, who were
tethered together, down the jagged,
icy face of the mountain at 40 miles
per hour. Coming to rest 1,500 feet
below, at the edge of a steep cliff,
Guller’s body was grotesquely twisted,
his spine crushed, his left arm all
but severed. His two friends had
fared no better and as frigid night
set in, the most affirmative thought
the traumatized men could muster
was to pledge not to let one another
die alone.
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profiles. Indeed, Heenan’s definition
of “dark hours” varies widely from
account to account. For some, they
comprise a devastating personal or
professional event that creates an inflection point in the person’s life, as
there was for Guller and for Scott
Waddle, who commanded a submarine that accidently sank a Japanese
fishing vessel, killing nine aboard.
For others there is no seminal setback, but rather a life spent overcoming societal or institutional biases
and barriers, as there was for Shirley
Ann Jackson, the first African-American woman to receive a doctorate
from M.I.T. and lead a major research
university, Rensselaer Polytechnic
Institute. For still others, there is no
real setback at all — the dark hours
are defined simply by the enormity
of a specific challenge, as they were
for Joel I. Klein who, after serving at
the highest levels of government and
business, took on the monumental
and potentially thankless job of trying to overhaul New York City’s longembattled public schools.
Although Heenan attempts to
lend some continuity to the collection by grouping the profiles into
three categories — crusaders, combatants and comeback kids — their
inherently eclectic nature actually
proves to be the book’s strength, as
the power of each narrative is singular and self-evident. “These stories
were intended to be jarring,” Heenan
said. “Dark hours are whatever nightmare situations we find ourselves in
— health crises, mistakes, dealing
with the wrong people — circumstances that create an ugly and difficult environment. The dark hours
of the average person may not be as
dark [as those profiled] but they are
as significant.”
At his best, Heenan is a lively
storyteller with an eye for engaging

i n t e resting...
SAY WHAT?
Staycation [stay-kay-shun]:
1. a holiday spent in
one’s home
2. one of more than 2,000
new words and phrases
added to the latest
edition of the Oxford
Dictionary of English

detail and a nose for rigorous research. His accounts are uniformly
thought-provoking and often undeniably inspirational, inviting the
reader to draw whatever insights
and parallels he or she may glean
from them.
He is less effective, however, in
the book’s final chapter, in which he
codifies six strategies for overcoming tough times. They boil down to
the following: accept setbacks, but
do not mistake them for ultimate
failure; when things fall apart, reassess and recalibrate your goals; be
optimistic, deal in hope for yourself
and others; build alliances and support; set a big picture goal, but break
it down into attainable, incremental
things you can do well; and create a
habit of action — a made decision is
a good decision. It is not that these
strategies are unhelpful or invalid,
at least as far as they go. They are
just not unexpected. And in the context of the inspirational foregoing
chapters, the attempt to reduce the
dramatic arc of human lives to a
set of general principles seems unnecessary.
When Heenan was asked in a
recent interview for the one characteristic common to each of the people he wrote about, he answered
simply, “resilience,” and added that
he believes it is a quality that may be
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diminishing in modern society. An
important question, then, is whether
resilience is innate or can be learned.
Heenan generally believes it can be
learned, as is implicit in his book
and especially its final chapter. But,
he said, “It requires some innate
qualities.”
Recent research on the subject
of willpower — a close cousin of resilience — has shown that, contrary
to popular belief, it is not something
you are born with, but rather a
learned behavior. When a human
being’s early attempts at self-control
and self-determination meet with
success, his or her brain is wired to
repeat and reinforce the behavior
throughout life. Perhaps it is the
same with resilience: it may be the
result of early, imprinted lessons in
what Shakespeare called the sweet
uses of adversity. That of course
raises the question of whether the
initial receptivity to learning those
lessons is itself an innate quality.
Whether the components of resilience are learned or innate or a bit
of both, recognizing them is not the
same as being able to replicate them.
The specific alchemy that turns dark
to bright remains mysterious, but if
the catalyst for that alchemy is inspiration, then “Bright Triumphs from
Dark Hours” may well be a very
worthwhile read. 
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Parting
p
t
Thoughts

self-selected
p r o b l e m s o lv e r s
by Joel Kurtzman

Pick up any newspaper, or venture onto the Web, and you are reminded that the
world is awash in problems — economic, financial, political, environmental.
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turing the technology could profit.
And there was a team, this one made up of 20-somethings
from Los Angeles, that showed a prototype of a cheap, efficient
means of automatically keeping tires inflated to minimize
rolling resistance. They showed estimates of how much fuel
would be saved by their invention.
According to the venture capitalists in the room, few of
these new ideas are likely to make money, and fewer still will
become commercially successful. But they all agreed that
some will probably make it. Which was why they went to the
competition.
While so many of us complain about the world’s problems,
there are people — many of them young — who have taken it
upon themselves to solve these problems. Among this group,
no one told them to manufacture a new motor or a new iPhone
app or to find a new way to inflate tires. They chose to do these
things themselves. Some “self-selected” because they wanted
to become rich. But others, I suspect, did it because they want
to make the world better.
As we view each day’s diet of bad news, it’s comforting
to know there are people out there who have taken it upon
themselves to address problems. But what’s even more comforting is to know that at any moment, any one of us can selfselect to do our part. How else does anything new get done?

Upcoming in the next issue of
Briefings on Talent & Leadership:
• A profile of Daniel Lamarre, CEO of Cirque du
Soleil, one of the most unusual and interesting
shows on earth.
• A conversation on corporate governance with
Charles (Chad) O. Holliday Jr., chairman of
Bank of America, and former chairman and
CEO, E.I. DuPont de Nemours and Company.
• JetBlue founder, David Neeleman, is pursuing
a new adventure. He’s started Azul, a new airline, and he’s doing it in Brazil.
And much more …

Robert Risko

The list of items that need to be addressed is long. And if all
we do is pay attention to the news, the blogs and our friends’
latest Twitter feeds, we might find ourselves in a pessimistic
mood or looking for escape.
Yet, recently, I spent a day at a competition for entrepreneurs, many of them young, who are tackling the twin problems of energy use and climate change. The sessions I attended
were part of a United States-based effort to harness the power
of technology, business and, most of all, people to fix these
problems. The competition will soon go global.
At the session I attended, more than 80 teams of entrepreneurs competed for monetary prizes and for help in commercializing their ideas. Teams of venture capitalists were in
each room listening to pitches, along with business leaders,
technologists and scientists. These “experts” offered help and
access to their networks, and sometimes after hearing a pitch,
they delivered bad news.
While everyone in attendance admitted the issues were
big, amazingly, no one seemed daunted. In fact, the participants
were enthusiastic about applying their intelligence and energy to solving such a big set of problems. Their approaches
were varied.
For example, one group lugged in a highly machined
prototype of what they said was a new type of exceptionally
efficient motor capable of running on a variety of fuels, including natural gas, gasoline and various types of alcohol.
(They were testing their motors on street sweepers.)
Another team, led by a young woman working on
her Ph.D. at the University of California, Berkeley,
demonstrated an iPhone app that automatically
analyzes your driving habits and routes, using GPS
data, to help you optimize them for increased fuel
efficiency. With that information, it then assesses if
an all-electric or hybrid vehicle would work for you.
Yet another group, this one made up of Stanford University Ph.D. students, demonstrated a
cheap electric-power system for delivery
trucks. In addition to designing the technology, they showed how a company manufac-
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